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Foreword
The present book is aimed at giving a detailed introduction to the Iranian
taxation system as well as the regulatory framework of business and
investment in Iran. The target audience includes legal and real persons
interested in investment opportunities in Iran though it may be extended
to other readers including tax researchers, public finance experts, crosscountry financial analysts, politicians and government negotiators. In
short, any person seeking a detailed outline of taxation and the business
and investment environment in Iran can be regarded as a potential reader
of the present book.
The book consists of three chapters. Chapter A entitled Corporate
Taxation is devoted to tax liabilities of domestic and foreign legal entities
including tax categories they may be subject to, the way different taxes
are assessed, and all relevant administrative procedures.
Chapter B under the title Individual Taxation is intended to give a
comprehensive outline of tax liabilities of real persons in Iran. As for
each tax category, such details as “taxable persons”, “taxable income”,
“personal deductions, allowances, and credits”, “tax rates”, and tax
administration issues regarding “tax returns, assessment and payment”
have been explained in detail. International aspects, too, have been taken
into consideration.
Chapter C entitled Business and Investment may first seem to be
irrelevant to the next parts of the book but since the chapter gives a
detailed perspective of the regulatory frameworks for starting up and
maintaining economic activities in Iran, it may be of interest to foreign
investors who possibly prefer to have simultaneous access to the
information of both the taxation and business regulatory frameworks.
Iranian National Tax Administration (INTA) hopes that the book in
hand will be of some help to the addressed audience and is willing to
receive appropriate feedbacks from readers.
Office for Tax Treaties & International Affairs
Deputy Department for Research, Planning & International Affairs
Iranian National Tax Administration (INTA)
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A) CORPORATE TAXATION
INTRODUCTION
The area of Iran is approximately 1,648,000 sq km. The population
numbers about 77 million inhabitants. The country is comprised of 31
provinces. The political authority is centered in the capital city of Tehran.
The currency is the Iranian Rial (IRR).
The framework of the Iranian tax system has been approved by the
Islamic Consultative Assembly (the Majlis) and any amendments in tax
laws and regulations are set forth to Majlis. There are two major tax laws:
Direct Taxes Act (amended last time in March, 2010) and VAT Law
(approved in September, 2008).
1. CORPORATE INCOME TAXES
The Direct Taxes Act imposes a tax on the income of "legal entities", a
term which encompasses companies, partnerships, cooperatives and other
bodies of similar nature.
1.1. Type of tax system
The Iranian system of corporate taxation is a two-tier system, a
combination of both the classical and the imputation systems. On one
hand, the profits are first taxed at the corporate level and no credit is
granted at the shareholder level and on the other hand, dividends
distributed by the companies among the shareholders are exempt from
taxation.
1.2. Taxable persons
Iranian entities are subject to tax on all their income wherever earned.
Non-Iranian entities are subject to tax on income earned in or received
from Iran through the granting of licenses and other rights or through the
provision of training and technical assistance, and/or the supply of films.
Only government organizations and municipalities are exempt from tax.
1.2.1. Residence
The term resident means any person who under the laws of the Islamic
Republic of Iran is liable to tax therein by reason of his residence,
domicile, and place of registration, place of management or any other
criterion of a similar nature.
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1.3. Taxable income
1.3.1. General
The aggregate income of companies, and also the income gained from the
profit-making activities of other legal persons derived from different
sources in Iran or abroad, less the losses resulting from non-exempt
sources and minus the prescribed exemptions, shall be taxed at the flat
rate of 25%, except for the cases for which separate rates are provided
under the Direct Taxes regulations.
With regard to the Iranian noncommercial legal persons that are not
established for distribution of profits, should they engage in profitmaking operations, the total taxable income derived from such activities
shall be taxed at the rate of 25%?
Foreign legal persons and entities residing abroad shall be taxed at the flat
rate of 25% in respect of the aggregate taxable income derived from the
operation of their investment in Iran or from the activities performed by
them, directly or through the agencies like branches, representatives,
agents, and the like, in Iran, and also the income received by such persons
and entities from Iran for granting of licenses and other rights,
transferring technology and/or providing training services, technical
assistance and cinematographic films. The representatives of such foreign
persons and enterprises in Iran shall be subject to taxation with respect to
the income they may earn under any titles in their own account. There are
two exceptions in this regard:
• Foreign insurance enterprises earning income by accepting
reinsurance from Iranian insurance institutions shall be taxed at the
rate of 2% on their premium income and on interest on their
deposits in Iran. Where the Iranian insurance institutions are
engaged in insurance business in the country of their foreign
reinsures, and enjoy tax exemption in that country on their own
reinsurance operations; the said foreign reinsures shall also be
exempted from taxation in Iran.
• The tax charged on foreign airline and shipping concerns shall be
5% of all amounts received by them for the carriage of passengers,
freight, etc. from Iran, whether such amounts are received in Iran,
at the destination or en route. Where the tax applicable to Iranian
airline or shipping concerns in a foreign country is more than 5%
of the fairs received by them, and the situation is declared by the
respective Iranian organization, the Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Finance shall increase the tax of the airline and shipping
8

concerns of such country on par with the rates so applied to the
Iranian concerns.
At the time of computation of the income tax of legal persons, whether
Iranian or foreign, the pre-paid taxes shall be deducted from the
applicable tax according to the pertinent regulations, and any overpaid
amounts shall be refundable.
The legal persons shall not be subject to any other taxes on the dividends
or partnership profits they may receive from the capital recipient
companies.
In cases where some payments other than income tax are to be collected
on the basis of taxable income, the tax of relevant taxpayers shall be
computed after deduction of such non-tax charges.
1.3.2. Exempt income
Eighty percent of the income of manufacturing and mining units that have
production licenses issued after 27 April 1992 and are situated outside a
radius of 120 km from the centre of Tehran, 50 km from the centre of
Isfahan or 30 km from the centre of any administrative centre or city with
a population of more than 300,000 in any region will be tax exempt for 4
years. For units situated in a deprived area, the exemption is for 100% of
income for a period of 10 years.
Amounts set aside from the declared profits of industrial and mining
concerns for renovation, development and completion reserves are tax
exempt provided that prior permission for each case is obtained from the
relevant Ministry.
A hundred percent of income derived from export of industrial finished
products and 50% of income derived from export of other items will be
tax exempt provided they are included in an approved list.
Income generated from the educational activities of non-profit
universities, schools or vocational institutions is exempt from taxation.
Income from publishing, journalistic, cultural and art activities that have
received the appropriate permits from the Ministry of Culture and Islamic
Guidance will not be taxed.
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Income of workshops, cooperatives and guilds engaged in production of
handmade carpets and handicrafts are exempt from taxation.
The following kinds of income are all tax exempt:
• Profit or bonuses accruing on fixed deposit, savings or current
accounts with Iranian banks or non-bank credit institutions, but not
where the deposit is made by another bank;
• Bonuses accruing on government and treasury bonds;
• Interest paid on overdrafts and fixed deposits by Iranian banks to
foreign banks provided that reciprocal treatment is given;
• Interest payable on land reform bonds;
• Endowments and donations received by sanctuaries, mosques,
hosainiyehs, takyehs1 and similar religious institutions;
• Cash and non-cash donations received by the Red Crescent Society
of Iran;
• Cash and non-cash donations or payments received by pension
saving funds, the Organization of Health Services Insurance and
the Social Security Organization as well as insurance premiums
and pension contributions;
• Cash and non-cash donations received by Islamic schools;
• Cash and non-cash donations received by foundations of the
Islamic Republic of Iran;
• Amounts paid out of the State Fund for Development Endowments;
• Income of persons arising from benevolent contributions;
• Amounts paid out of public endowment funds and used for
religious, educational or scientific purposes or for the alleviation of
suffering as a result of a natural catastrophe;
• Cash and non-cash donations received by charitable organizations
provided the amounts received are used for charitable purposes;
• Cash, non-cash donations and membership fees received by
professional
associations,
parties
and
non-government
organizations that are appropriately licensed;
• Endowments of donations to societies and missions of religious
minorities, provided these are approved by the Ministry of Interior;
• Publishing, journalistic, cultural and art activities performed on the
basis of a permit of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance;
• All income from agriculture and horticulture; and

1

Hosainiyehs and takyehs are two religious institutions for Shiite Muslims in which they mourn for
those imams who have been martyred at the beginning of the Islamic era.
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• Income from the export of goods that enter the country on transit
basis and are re-exported unchanged.
1.3.3. Deductions
Expenses which are deductible in arriving at taxable income are listed in
Art. 148 of Direct Taxes Act.. No other expenses may be deducted,
except that the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance may propose
other categories of expenditure which, if approved by the Council of
Ministers, will be deductible. Conversely, not all expenditure incurred in
the listed categories is necessarily deductible. From time to time, the
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance prescribes limits on deductible
amounts in certain categories.
Expenditure must be supported to a reasonable degree by documentary
evidence and be exclusively connected with the earning of income during
the fiscal year in question. Specific provisions allow the deduction of
reserves for deductible expenses related to the current year and of
deductible expenses related to previous years, payment of which becomes
due in the current year.
The categories of deductible expenditure listed in the Act are as follows:
1) The cost of goods and raw materials sold or used to produce goods
sold or to provide services;
2) Personnel costs including:
• Basic salaries, wages and regularly recurring benefits in cash and
in kind (the deductible amount for benefits in kind is the cost to the
employer);
• Payments which do not recur regularly such as New Year bonuses,
overtime payments and traveling expenses;
• Health and safety expenditure and medical, accident and life
insurance premiums of personnel;
• Retirement pensions and payments made in connection with
termination of employment;
• Social security contributions;
• Funds reserved for financing the retirement pensions, supervisors'
pensions, termination of employment payments, dismissal
compensation and payments for buying-out of services of the
enterprise's employees up to the amount of the latest monthly
salaries and wages and the balance resulted from the adjustment of
the previous years' salaries. This rule shall apply to the reserves
already deposited in bank accounts, as well;
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3) Rental of enterprise's premises in case of being rented. The amount
of rental shall be determined on basis of the official deed (if any),
otherwise within the normal range;
4) Rent of machinery and equipment;
5) Costs of fuel, electricity, lighting, water and communication;
6) Business insurance;
7) Royalties, duties and taxes paid. Income tax, withholding tax
imposed by the Direct Taxes Act and fines paid to government
bodies are not, however, deductible;
8) Research and development (R & D) and training expenditure;
9) Compensation paid for damages resulting from the operations or
assets of the business provided that the extent of the liability is
established and provided that no other party can be held
responsible and provided that the damages in question cannot
otherwise be recovered;
10) Cultural, sports and welfare expenditures paid in respect of
workers to the Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare up to a
maximum amount of IRR 10,000 per each worker;
11) Reserves against doubtful claims (in the event that the claims are
connected with the business) are unlikely to be recovered and the
reserve is administered under a special heading in the company
accounts until the claim is either recovered or becomes a definite
loss;
12) Losses of legal persons, if established according to their statutory
books of accounts and in conformity with the regulations. Such
losses can be carried forward and be offset against the income of
subsequent year or years;
13) Small expenses incurred in connection with the premises of the
enterprise that are customarily born by the tenant, in case the place
of business is rented;
14) Expenses incurred in the maintenance and upkeep of the premises;
15) Transportation expenses;
16) Expenses related to the services of transportation of employees,
enterprise's teahouse and warehousing costs;
17) Fees paid in proportion to the services rendered such as
commission, brokerage, legal fees, consultation fees, conference
fees, auditors fees and fees for administrative and financial
services;
18) Fees paid or allocated to banks, cooperative funds and authorized
non-bank credit institutions for the carrying out of the
enterprise’s operations;
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19) Price of office supplies and office equipment that are usually
consumed within one year;
20) Cost of repair and maintenance of machinery and equipment and
also the cost of replacement of spare parts, provided it would not
be considered as a basic repair;
21) Abortive mine exploration expenditure;
22) Membership and subscription fees in connection with the business
activities of the enterprise;
23) Bad debts in excess of the reserve for doubtful receivables, if it is
proved by the taxpayer to be unrecoverable;
24) Currency exchange losses computed in accordance with accepted
accountancy practice, provided it is applied consistently from
year to year by the taxpayer;
25) Normal wastage of production;
26) Reserve of payable acceptable expenses related to the assessment
period;
27) Acceptable expenses related to previous years, the payment or
allocation of which is realized in the tax year under examination;
and
28) Expenses for purchasing of books and other cultural and art goods
for employees and their dependents, up to a maximum amount
equal to 5% of the annual exemption threshold in respect of each
individual.
• Note: Other expenses that are not mentioned in Art. 148 of Direct
Taxes Act, but are considered to be related to the earning of the
enterprise's income, shall be accepted as deductible expenses based
on the proposal of the Iranian National Tax Administration and
approval of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance.
1.3.4. Valuation of inventory
The cost price method is used for the valuation of inventory. To calculate
the cost price, the companies are allowed to choose among the specific
identification method, FIFO, or weighted average.
1.3.5. Depreciation and amortization
Depreciation of assets is deducted in computing taxable income. Fixed
assets may be depreciated if their value is subject to a decrease arising
from wear and tear or obsolescence. An asset may not be depreciated
because of a decrease in the value simply arising from a price fluctuation.
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Depreciation is computed on the basis of the cost of the asset (to which
expenditure on a total overhaul or refurbishment may be added) and is
calculated in a usable condition from the time when the asset is first at the
disposal of the business. Assets fall into one of two categories for
depreciation purposes – those depreciated according to fixed percentage
rates and those depreciated over a set number of years. Assets falling into
the first category are to be depreciated using the declining balance
method. For assets falling in the second category the straight-line method
is to be used. When an asset is sold or becomes unusable, the
undepreciated balance, less any sale proceeds, may be debited to the
profit and loss account in the year of disposal. Depreciation rates range
from 5% to 100% and the period over which assets may be depreciated
from 2 to 15 years. The following table represents a small sample from
the schedule of depreciation rates and depreciation periods:
Table (1): Depreciation Rates
Asset
Power generators and power generating stations
cooling towers, water treatment equipment, fuel
pumps and storage tanks
Machinery used for metal working, processing,
forging and moulding operations
Trucks, lorries and trailers with a capacity up to 20
tons
Production machinery used in spinning and
weaving industries
Machinery used for producing and packing of
pharmaceutical materials
Machinery used for processing and producing
acidic materials in chemical industries
Machinery used for processing and refining oil and
its derivatives
Machinery used for steel melting and moulding
operations

Depreciation
percentage
(%)
10%

Depreciation
period
(years)

15
10%
35%
8
10
6
10
8%

Accelerated depreciation rates are also available where fixed assets are
purchased as a part of a renovation of production lines or as a tool to
develop enterprises.
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1.3.6. Reserves and provisions
Provisions which are set aside as equal to depreciation costs are
deductible.
Reserves against doubtful claims are deductible in computing the taxable
income, provided that they are connected with the business, they are
unlikely to be recovered and the reserve is administered under a special
heading in the company accounts until the claim is either recovered or
becomes a definite loss.
Reserves against replacement of assets and self-insurance are not
deductible.
One per thousand of the sale of factories and workshops shall be reserved
and consumed for controlling or compensating for pollutions and/or in
creating green spaces. The costs thereof are deductible.
1.4. Capital gains
There is no explicit separate regulation about capital gains taxation in
Iran but in accordance with Article 105 of the Direct Taxes Act in which
the aggregate income of companies is subject to the corporate tax, all
gains derived from selling fixed assets, except for immovable properties
and real estates, and shares, are subject to taxation as a part of the taxable
income of the corporate tax.
1.5. Losses
1.5.1. Ordinary losses
Losses of legal persons, if established according to their statutory books
of accounts in conformity with relevant regulations, can be carried
forward and be offset against the income of subsequent year or years.
Losses may be carried forward and set off against the income of
subsequent years. There is no limit for the number of years for which
losses may be carried forward. Ownership change has no impact on
carrying losses forward.
Losses, however, may not be carried backward.
1.5.2. Capital losses
If a depreciable asset is sold or machineries become unusable and, as a
result, a loss is sustained by the enterprise, then the loss, equal to that part
of the value of the asset that has not been depreciated minus the sale
proceeds (if the asset is sold) shall entirely be taken into account in the
computation of the profit and loss account of the same year.
15

1.6. Rates
1.6.1. Income and capital gains
According to the Art 105 of Direct Taxes Act, entities are subject to a
corporate income tax at a rate of 25% of net income except where the Act
provides for different rates.
Foreign entities which derive income from Iran from for the granting of
licenses or other rights, the transfer of cinematographic films or the
granting of concessions are deemed to realize a profit of 20% to 40% of
receipts. Foreign entities engaged as contractors in construction work of
any type are deemed to realize a profit of 12% of annual receipts.
Iranian entities of a non-commercial nature which nonetheless make
taxable profits and foreign entities are liable to tax on their taxable profits
at the above rates.
1.6.2. Withholding taxes
Three percent of every contract payment may be withheld by the payer
and accounted for to tax authorities. Such a withheld tax constitutes an
advance payment of the final tax due. The supply element of contracts
(imported machinery, tools, equipment, etc.) is specifically exempted
from such a withholding tax.
In the investor-agent partnerships, the agent (mozareb1) is required to
withhold the tax applicable to the share of the owner of capital without
applying any exemptions, and to remit the same, as an on account
payment of the investor's tax, to the relevant tax account. He should
present the receipt of his payment to the respective tax affairs office and
to the owner of capital. Should the owner of capital be a bank, the agent
or "mozareb" shall be relieved from the task of withholding the relevant
tax of the investor.
Ministries, government institutions and companies, establishments whose
budgets are wholly or partially financed by the government, foundations
of the Islamic Revolution, municipalities and their affiliated companies
and firms, as well as the other legal persons are required to withhold the
"real estate income taxes" thereof from any rental payments they make
and to pay it, within a period of ten days, to the tax affairs office within

1

Mozareb = Commanditaires (Mozarebe = commandite; a type of partnership under Islamic law in
which partner Aor ‘mozareb’ gives a sum of money to Partner B to manage on his or her behalf)
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the jurisdiction of which the leased property is situated, and to hand over
the receipt of the same to the relevant landlord.
The payers of salaries are obliged, when paying or allocating the same, to
compute and withhold there from the applicable taxes thereof, i.e. the
"tax on salary income", and to remit, within thirty days, the deducted
amounts together with a list containing the names and addresses of
recipients and the amount of the payments, to the relevant local tax affairs
office.
In case of payments made by persons other than the payers of the fixed
emoluments, wages and basic salary, those making such payments are
required to calculate and deduct, at the time of each payment, the
applicable salary tax, without taking into account the exemptions thereof,
and to remit, within thirty days, the deducted amounts together with a list
containing the names and addresses of recipients and the amount of the
payments, to the local tax affairs office.
The ministries, government institutions, state companies, municipalities
and enterprises affiliated with the government or municipalities are
required to withhold 3% of the fees they pay to attorneys and to remit the
same, as an on account payment of the attorney's tax, to the tax affairs
office of the relevant district up to the end of the next subsequent month.
Prepaid income tax shall be deducted from the income tax liability
computed. Tax withheld and paid by the payer of dividends or partnership
profits is deductible from the total income tax liability by the recipient
company. Where prepaid income tax exceeds the income tax due or
where the recipient company’s liability is less than the tax already paid on
the dividends or partnership profits, the excess tax shall be refundable.
Taxpayers are also entitled to receive interest at a rate of 1.5% per month
on amounts which should be but have not yet been refunded.
1.7. Incentives
80% of the income gained through producing and mining activities,
which is derived and declared by producing and mining enterprises of
cooperative or private sectors for whom exploitation licenses are issued,
or with whom extraction and sale contracts are concluded by relevant
ministries shall be exempt from the corporate tax for a term of 4 years
beginning from the date of exploitation or extraction. In regard to less
developed regions, the exemption shall apply to 100% of the income for a
term of 10 years (This exemption shall not apply to the income of
17

producing and mining units established within a 120-kilometer radius
from the center of Tehran or within 50-kilometer radius from the center
of Isfahan and also within 30-kilometers radius from the administrative
centers of provinces and cities with population of more than 300,000,
except for industrial townships established within the same 30-kilometers
radius from such province centers and cities).
Any part of the declared profit of private and cooperative companies that
is used in the same year for the development, reconstruction, renovation
or completion of existing industrial and mining units of those companies,
or for the set-up of new industrial or mining units shall be exempt from
50% of the applicable corporate tax, provided that the permission for
development or completion or for the establishment of new industrial and
mining units is obtained from relevant ministries beforehand. If the
expenses incurred in each year for the implementation of the said project
or projects exceed the declared profit of the same year, or if they are less
than the cost of the investing project, the company can benefit from the
said exemption, up to the aforesaid excess or the balance of the cost of
the full implementation of the project for the subsequent three years at
maximum.
100% of the income derived from the exportation of industrial finished
products and products of agricultural sector (including farming,
horticulture, husbandry, poultry, fishery, and forest and pasture products)
and the relevant processing or complementary industries, and also 50% of
the income earned from exportation of other goods that are exported shall
be exempt from taxation.
100% of the income derived from the exportation of different goods that
have been, or are, imported to Iran on transit, and are exported without
making any changes in the substance thereof, or doing any works on
them, shall be exempt from taxation.
The loss incurred from the export of tax-exempted goods sustained by the
persons engaged in other non-export activities shall not be taken into
account in the computation of the tax applicable to such other activities.
The income of hand-woven carpet workshops and handicrafts and the
income of their respective cooperatives and production unions shall be
exempt from taxation.
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Companies whose shares are accepted, according to the relevant law, by
the Acceptance Board for negotiation in Tehran Stock Exchange shall be
exempt from 10% of the corporate tax thereof as from the year of
acceptance and as long as such shares are not removed from the rate list
of Tehran Stock Exchange, provided that all transfers of the shares are
made through the stock market agents and are registered in the relevant
accounting books.
In respect of depreciable fixed assets purchased for the purpose of
reconstruction, substitution of production line, development or
completion, the relevant enterprises are allowed to calculate the
depreciation of such assets at a rate twice as much as the applicable rate
of depreciation scheduled envisaged under the Direct Taxes Act or for the
half of the relevant period prescribed by the same schedule, as the case
may be.
All income earned from activities carried out in Free Trade Zone Areas is
exempted from tax for a period of 20 years.
1.8. Administration
1.8.1. Taxable period
The tax year is a solar year beginning at the first day of Farvardin (21
March) of each year and ending at the last day of Esfand of the same year
(19-20 March of the next year). However, in case of taxable legal
persons, whose fiscal year does not coincide with the tax year stipulated
in the Direct Taxes Act, the income of their fiscal year shall be taken as
the basis for assessment of their taxable income. The time limit for the
submission of tax return, balance sheet, and “profit and loss” account of
such persons shall be 4 solar months after the end of their fiscal year.
1.8.2. Tax returns and assessment
Tax returns supported by the balance sheet, profit and loss account, other
statutory books of account and shareholders’ details must be submitted to
the relevant Tax Affairs Office (in the case of foreign companies this is
either located in the town in which their registered office is situated or,
where there is no registered office, in Tehran) within 4 months from the
end of the fiscal year. Companies enjoying tax exemptions are not
excused from the obligation to file returns and failure to do so results in
the cancellation of the exemption for the tax year concerned. A penalty
equal to 5% of the tax due is payable for the late submission of returns.
Failure to submit the tax return or the statutory books carries a penalty of
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20% of the tax due, for each instance, and if the statutory books are
rejected for tax audit purposes, the penalty is 10%.
The taxpayer may object to an assessment within 30 days of service of
the notice of assessment. Objections must be supported by documentary
evidence and must be made direct to the chief assessor. If the matter
cannot be resolved by the "chief assessor", it is referred to the Board of
Settlement of Tax Disputes (BSTD). Any appeal against the decision of
the BSTD must be made in writing within 1 month. Further appeal may
be made against the decision of the BSTD to the Supreme Tax Council
within 1 month of the service of the BSTD’s decision.
Finalized taxes which cannot be referred to any other court of appeal may
still be contested to if sufficient grounds exist to prove that the rulings
received hitherto have been inequitable. The Minister of Economic
Affairs and Finance can refer the case to a three-member committee
whose verdict shall be final and binding.
If the complaint against the verdict of the Board of Settlement of Tax
Disputes is filed by the taxpayer, and he deposits a cash amount or a bank
guarantee equal to the amount of the tax computed under the verdict, or
introduces a creditable guarantor, whose creditability is accepted by the
assessor general, then the enforcement of the verdict shall be suspended
till the Supreme Tax Council delivers its opinion about the case.
1.8.3. Payment of tax
Legal persons are obligated to submit to the tax affairs office of the
district where they reside their tax return, and to pay the applicable taxes,
not later than four months after the expiry of each fiscal year. The place
for the submission of tax return and payment of taxes for the foreign legal
persons and enterprises residing abroad without having residence or
agency in Iran shall be Tehran.
In the case the taxpayer fails to pay his finalized tax within 10 days from
the service of the final notice, the tax affairs office shall notify him by a
writ of enforcement to pay, or arrange for the payment of, all his tax dues
to the said office within one month from the date of service.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance or the Iranian National
Tax Administration may agree with the taxpayers unable to settle their
tax liability, including the principal tax and the fines, at once, to pay their
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liabilities in installments, but not later than three years from the date of
notification of their tax liability.
If the balance sheet, profit and loss account, statutory books of account
and documents of the taxpayers who are required to keep such legal
books are accepted during three consecutive years and if their tax liability
for each year is paid in the year of filing of the tax return without
applying to the Board of Settlement of Tax Disputes, then a sum equal to
5% of the principal amount of their taxes for the said three years shall be
paid to them out of the current collected funds, or the same will be
credited to their tax account of subsequent years, as a reward for being an
upright pay. This reward shall be granted to such taxpayers in addition to
the benefits mentioned in the next paragraph and it shall be exempt from
taxation.
On account payment of the tax applicable to the turnover of each fiscal
year, before the deadline set forth in the Direct Taxes Act, will result in
the accrual of a reward equal to 1% of the prepaid amount per each month
till the prescribed deadline.
1.8.4. Rulings
There is no advance ruling system in the Iranian taxation system.
2. GROUPS OF COMPANIES
2.1. Group treatment
Groups, whether resident or non-resident, cannot elect to be taxed on a
consolidated basis or to transfer losses among group members.
As for group contributions, they will not be deductible from the costs of
the donor. The donee, however, shall be subject to a "tax on incidental
income" at the rates stipulated in the Article 131 of the Direct Taxes Act
(see the rates in Section B.1.9.1)
2.2. Inter-corporate dividends
There is no tax on dividends. After corporate profits are taxed at 25%,
there is no further tax on the net profits, whether distributed as dividends
or retained in the business.
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3. OTHER TAXES ON INCOME
3.1. Real estate income tax
The income of legal persons derived from the transfer of rights in real
properties situated in Iran, less the exemptions granted under the Direct
Taxes Act, shall be subject to real estate income tax.
3.1.1. Taxable persons
The taxable persons are owners (companies) who have rented their real
properties to other persons.
In case of the mortgage in possession, the mortgagor shall be subject to
taxation according to the provisions stipulated below.
3.1.2. Taxable income
The taxable income of the leased real property consists of the total rent,
whether in cash or otherwise, less a deduction of 25% to cover expenses,
depreciation, and commitments of the owner, with regard to the leased
property.
The taxable income in respect of the first hand lease of real properties
that are endowed or tied up shall be computed on basis of the abovementioned method.
Where the lessor company is not the owner of the leased property, the
taxable income shall be the difference between the rent the company
receives and the rent it pays in connection with the same leasehold.
For the purposes of rental income taxation, each apartment unit shall be
deemed as a separate real estate.
Where some furnishings or machineries are leased in conjunction with a
real property, the rental income attributable to such fittings and
machinery shall be included as a part of the income of the property, and
shall be taxed under the present regulations.
Additions made by the lessee, in conformity with the lease agreement, to
the leased property for the benefit of the lessor shall be appraised on the
basis of taxable value of the date of delivery of the same to the lessor, and
50% thereof shall be treated as a part of taxable rental income of the
lessor for the year of such delivery.
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The expenses that are to be born, under the law or the agreement, by the
landlord, but are made by the tenant, as well as the expenses undertaken
by the tenant in conformity with the terms of lease agreement, while
customarily are to be paid by the landlord, shall be appraised at the
taxable value of the date of occurrence of such expenses, and will be
added, as non-pecuniary rent, to the sum of the rental income of the year
in which such expenditures are made.
If the owner of any superstructures created over a leased land, lets the
property, wholly or partially, the rental paid by the company for the land,
in proportion to the estate it lets, shall be deducted from the rental it
receives, and the balance will be taxed.
Where the residential units belonging to housing companies are delivered
to buyers according to ordinary agreements, but not yet being transferred
in a final manner, and this situation is approvable by demonstrative
documents and records, such properties shall not be deemed to be
leaseholds as long as they are in possession of the buyers. In these cases,
the buyer shall be treated, for the purpose of taxation, as the owner of the
property, provided the tax on final transfer of the property, as applicable
at the date of possession, is paid according to the regulations thereof.
The owners of residential complexes with more than three leased units
that are constructed, or will be constructed, in conformity with the
consumption model of housing, as declared by the Ministry of Housing
and Town Planning, shall be exempt during the term of lease, from 100%
of the tax on the income from lease of properties. In other cases, the
income of a legal person from the lease of residential unit or units shall be
exempt from taxation up to a total acreage of 150 square meters of useful
substructure of the units in Tehran and up to 200 square meters in other
places.
3.1.3. Personal deductions, allowances and credits
The rule of this tax category shall not govern in respect of the employerprovided houses belonging to legal persons, provided that their taxes are
assessed on basis of statutory books of accounts.
The real properties that are put, free of charge, at the disposal of the
government organizations and institutions shall not be considered as
leaseholds.
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If the owner company sells a dwelling place, and a respite is granted to it,
under the relevant transfer deed, for evacuation of the same without
payment of rental, then the property shall not be deemed as leasehold up
to six months as long as the dwelling place is occupied by the ex-owner
during such period of respite. The same rule is applicable in case of
optional sale as long as the sold property remains at the disposal of the
seller, unless it is proved, on account of some documents and instruments,
that a rental is being paid.
Where the owner of a residential house or apartment lets the same out and
leases another place for his own residence, or dwells in an employerprovided house, the rent he pays under an official deed or according to an
agreement, or the rent deducted from his salary by the employer, or the
amount of the same that is evaluated as the salary in kind for tax purposes
shall be deducted from the taxable income.
3.1.4. Rates
The rate applicable to rental income received by a company is a 25% flat
rate. However, the applicable rates for income derived from the final
transfer of real property or the transfer of goodwill are 5% and 2%,
respectively.
3.1.5. Tax returns, assessment & payment
The taxpayers subject to the real estate income tax are required to submit
their tax returns together with related documents to the tax affairs office
of the district where the property is situated, and to pay the applicable tax
in conformity with the relevant regulations. The said measures are to be
taken up to the end of Tir (21st day of July) of the following year.
From the beginning of the year 1382 (March 21, 2004), the basis of
computation of the taxable rental income of real properties shall be the
rental value which will be determined by the Real Estates Committee
referred to in the Article 64 of the Direct Taxes Act for each square meter
of properties located within the boundaries of cities and villages.
3.2. Tax on incidental income
The cash or non-cash income that a legal person (a company) earns ex
gratia or through favoritism or as an award or under any other similar
titles shall be subject to the tax on incidental income.
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3.2.1. Taxable persons
All legal persons earning incidental income are subject to taxation.
3.2.2. Taxable income
The taxable income subject to the tax on incidental income shall consist
of 100% of the realized earnings. The non-cash income shall be valued at
the current prices on the date of realization of income except for real
properties in respect of which the taxable value is determined in
pursuance to the Article 64 of the Direct Taxes Act in which case the
same taxable value shall constitute the basis of tax computation.
In respect of compromise and gift against consideration, except for the
cases subject to the Article 63 of Direct Taxes Act, the taxable income
will consist of the difference between the values of the objects of the
relevant reciprocal transaction and the tax due shall be attributed to the
party benefiting from the incidental income
In case of compromise on a property whereby the proceeds of such
property are allocated, for any duration, to the compromising party or to a
third party, the value of the property including the substance and proceeds
thereof, at prices prevailing at the time of accrual of the proceeds of the
property to the other party of the compromise, shall constitute the basis of
that party's tax, which shall apply at the same date.
In case of disposition of properties in favor of a legal person under a will,
after the will becomes final, as far as it is legally operative, the total
amount of the willed property shall be taxed under the provisions of the
present chapter.
3.2.3. Personal deductions, allowances and credits
Compromises with the option of cancellation and also revocable gifts will
be considered, for tax purposes, as final contracts, but if they are
cancelled or dissolved as a result of mutual consent or revoked, within six
months from the date of their conclusion, the funds collected as tax shall
become refundable. Then, if some proceeds are accrued to the transferee
between the conclusion of the contract and cancellation, dissolution or
revocation thereof, the transferee shall be subject to taxation with respect
to such proceeds.
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The incidental income tax shall not apply to the bonuses paid by the
government to promote exports or to encourage the production and
purchase of agricultural produces.
3.2.4. Rates
The rate applicable to incidental income received by a company is a 25%
flat rate.
3.2.5. Tax returns, assessment & payment
Companies deriving incidental income are required to submit each year
their tax returns to the respective tax affairs office and to pay the
applicable taxes up to the end of Ordibehesht (20th day of May) of the
subsequent year. In cases where the incidental income is realized as
“compromise and gift against consideration”, “compromise with option
of cancellation”, “the revocable gift”, or “disposition of properties under
a will”, the deadline will be within thirty days from the date of acquisition
of the income or accrual of the proceeds. Where the transaction is
registered by a notary public and taxes are already paid, the obligation for
filing a tax return shall be discarded.
The taxable income of legal persons resulting from incidental earnings
shall be assessed by reference to the books of accounts, and taxes
withheld at source shall be considered as the advance payment of their
taxes.
4. TAXES ON PAYROLL
Companies are obliged to withhold two types of taxes as tax on payroll
from the receipts of their employees: "tax on employment" and "social
security contributions".
Social security contributions are directly made to the Social Security
Fund and the Pension Fund and as such, are not considered as tax proper
in the Iranian tax system. Social security contributions are deductible
when the corporate taxable income is computed.
4.1. Payroll tax
The payers of salaries are obliged, when paying or allocating the same, to
compete and withhold there from the applicable taxes thereof, i.e. the "tax
on salary income", and to remit, within thirty days, the deducted amounts
together with a list containing the names and addresses of recipients and
the amount of the payments, to the local tax affairs office.
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In case of payments made by persons other than the payers of the fixed
emoluments, wages, and basic salary, those making such payments are
required to calculate and deduct, at the time of each payment, the
applicable salary tax, without taking into account the exemptions thereof,
and to remit, within thirty days, the deducted amounts together with a list
containing the names and addresses of recipients and the amount of the
payments, to the local tax affairs office.
4.2. Social security contributions
4.2.1. National social security contributions
All employees working in Iran should be covered by the employer under
the national social security contributory scheme. The social security
charge is levied on income up to a certain ceiling, which is revised
annually. The employee's contribution is 7%, and the employer's share is
23% for Iranian employees and 20% for expatriate employees. Clause B
of Article 5 of the Social Security Law provides that expatriate personnel
might be exempted from the Iranian social security charge, if they can
prove to the Social Security Organization (SSO) that they are insured
under a similar scheme in their country of domicile.
4.2.2. Compulsory accident insurance
This charge has been introduced recently and the coverage includes
medical treatment, in addition to compensation for lost wages, disability
or death arising from accidents at work. Employers should register their
foreign employees with the SSO and pay the relevant insurance premium
on a monthly basis. The premium rate is 3% of salary and fringe benefits
(with no ceiling). This charge is deductible from the employee's salary.
However, if an expatriate employee is covered under the Iranian social
security scheme mentioned above, this charge is waived.
5. TAXES ON CAPITAL
5.1. Net worth tax
There is no net worth tax in the Iranian Taxation system.
5.2. Tax on undeveloped lands
In accordance with Article 15 of the "Law for Organizing and Supporting
the Production and Supply of Dwelling Units" and the subsequent
administrative by-law, the undeveloped lands having dwelling uses
located in centers of provinces and cities with populations over 100,000
people shall be subject to an annual tax at the rate of 12% of their taxable
values, if they are kept idle without any acceptable reasons.
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The owners of undeveloped lands subject to the provisions of this law
shall be obliged to draw up annual tax returns for each plot of their
undeveloped lands, up to the end of Ordibehesht of the next year (20th
day of May), with the tax affairs office within the jurisdiction of which
the relevant lands are situated, and to pay the applicable taxes thereon.
6. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
6.1. Resident companies
Resident companies are companies and other entities established under
the Iranian Commercial Code, as well as registered branches and
representative offices of foreign companies.
6.1.1. Foreign income and capital gains
Iranian companies are subject to corporate income tax on their worldwide
income. There are no differences between the tax treatment of domestic
and foreign income.
After corporate profit is taxed at 25%, there is no further tax on the
balance, whether distributed as dividends or retained in the business. For
capital gains, see Section A.1.4.
6.1.2. Foreign capital
No net worth tax on foreign capital is levied in Iran.
6.1.3. Double taxation relief
If the legal persons who reside in Iran but earn income from abroad and
pay taxes thereon to the local state of the place of earning, would declare
such earnings in their tax return or balance sheet and profit and loss
account, as the case may be, in conformity with the provisions of the
Direct Taxes Act, then the taxes paid by them outside the country or a
part of the tax that can be attributed, in proportion with their total taxable
income, to the income derived abroad, whichever be lesser, shall be
deductible from their income tax.
6.2. Non-resident companies
Non-resident companies are taxed in Iran on their income derived from
Iran. Those receiving royalties, license fees or interest are subject to a
withholding tax deducted at source from such payments, which is
considered final. Non-resident companies providing services inside or
outside Iran are also subject to withholding tax, the withholding tax being
deducted from payments for such services.
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6.2.1. Taxes on income and capital gains
Every non-Iranian legal person (foreign company) with regard to its
income earned in Iran or for the provision of training and technical
assistance and also for the transfer of cinematographic films (whether the
latter income is received as the price of or the fee for the screening of the
films, or under any other titles) is subject to taxation.
The rules for deadlines, deductions, and tax rates are the same as the rules
applied to resident companies but as for the computation of taxable
income and the exemptions thereof, there are some differences as
outlined below.
According to Article 107 of the Direct Taxes Act, The taxable income of
foreign legal persons and enterprises residing abroad shall be assessed as
follows:
(a) In case of contracting business in Iran with regard to all types of work
in the fields of construction, installations and technical installations,
including procurement and setting up of the same, and also in the fields of
transportation, preparation of design for buildings and installations,
topography, drawing, supervision, and technical calculations, provision of
training and technical assistance, transfer of technology, and other
services, the taxable income in all cases will be 12% of total annual
receipts.
(b) In case of income derived from Iran for granting licenses and other
rights, or transferring cinematograph films, whether the latter income is
received as a price or a fee for the screening of the films or under any
other titles, the taxable income shall consist of 20% to 40% of all
payments received by them during a tax year based on the applicable
coefficients thereof.
Those making the said payments or the payments mentioned in the
paragraph "a" above are obligated to withhold, from each payment, the
applicable tax by taking into account the total payments made from the
beginning of the year up to the date of each relevant payment. They
should remit the withheld amounts, within ten days, to the tax affairs
office local to their residence. In case of failure, the receivers shall be
jointly and severally liable for payment of the basic tax and other
payments related thereto.
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(c) The taxable income derived in Iran from the operation of capital or
from other activities performed by the aforesaid persons and enterprises
through the agencies such as branches, representatives, agents and the
like shall be assessed by reference to their statutory books of accounts.
These types of taxpayers are obliged to maintain a separate account and
to record it in their statutory books of accounts.
If the relevant employer of the contract subject to the paragraph (a) above
is a ministry, a government institution, a state company, or municipality,
then that part of the contract price which is used for purchase of suppliers
and equipment from domestic or foreign sources shall be exempt from
taxation, provided the amounts relevant to those suppliers and equipment
are included, apart from other items, in the contract or in its further
amendments of supplements.
Branches and agents of foreign companies and banks in Iran that are
engaged in gathering information or finding markets in Iran for their
parent entities, without having the right to make transactions, and to
receive remuneration from them against their expenditures, shall not be
subject to taxation in respect of such remuneration.
In cases where foreign contractors assign, wholly or partly, the contract
subject to the paragraph (a) above to Iranian legal entities as
subcontractors, any part of the receipts of the main contractor in respect
of the supplies and equipment that are mentioned in the first hand
contract, but purchased by the subcontractor, will be exempt from
taxation.
The taxable income of the activities subject to the paragraph (a) above
shall be assessed through the examination of statutory books of accounts.
Foreign insurance enterprises earning income by accepting reinsurance
from Iranian insurance institutions shall be taxed at the rate of 2% on
their premium income and on interest on their deposits in Iran.
Where the Iranian insurance institutions are engaged in insurance
business in the country of their foreign reinsurers, and enjoy tax
exemption in that country on their own reinsurance operations, the said
foreign reinsurers shall also be exempted from taxation in Iran (Iranian
insurance institutions allocating premiums to foreign reinsurers who are
subject to the tax provided under the above paragraph are required to
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withhold 2% thereof as the reinsurer's tax. They should remit, not later
than thirty days, the tax so withheld during each month, together with a
list containing the specifications of the reinsurer and applicable premiums
to the respective tax affairs office; they are also required to pay the said
amounts to the relevant tax account).
The tax charged on foreign airline and shipping concerns shall be 5% of
all amounts received by them for the carriage of passengers, freight, etc.
from Iran, whether such amounts are received in Iran, at the destination or
en route.
The representative or branch of the said concerns must submit, up to the
twentieth day of each month, a statement to the local tax affairs office,
specifying the amounts received in the preceding month; they are also
required to pay the applicable tax thereof. No other taxes shall be charged
on the said enterprises as income tax on the same income. In case the
relevant branch or representative fail to submit the above statement on
time, or if the statement submitted do not conform to actual situation,
then the ex officio assessment of applicable tax, based on the number of
passengers or volume of freight carried, shall apply.
As for capital gains tax (CGT), there is no CGT in the Iranian taxation
system neither for resident persons nor for non-resident persons.
6.2.2. Taxes on capital
There is no "net worth tax" in the Iranian tax system.
6.2.3. Administration
Non-resident companies are required to submit their tax returns and to
pay their tax liabilities up to the end of the forth month after the expiry of
their financial year.
The place for submission of tax return and payment of taxes for the
foreign legal persons and enterprises residing abroad without having
residence or agency in Iran shall be Tehran.
6.3. Withholding taxes
In addition to withholding obligations as stipulated in Section A.1.6.2, the
following must be taken into account:
In cases where the contract operations are wholly or partly assigned to
Iranian legal entities as contractors, those making payments to such
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Iranian contractors should withhold 2.5% of each payment as their on
account tax and remit it, within thirty days from the date of payment, to
the account to be determined by the Iranian National Tax Administration
(INTA).
6.3.1. Dividends
Dividends are not taxed in the Iranian taxation system. There is no tax on
dividends paid by Iranian companies to non-resident corporate
shareholders.
6.3.2. Interests
Interest paid by an Iranian company to a foreign company is subject to a
withholding tax of 3% on the gross amount. This is a final withholding
tax and must be remitted within 10 days from the date on which the
interest has been paid.
No withholding tax is levied on interest paid on government bonds.
6.3.3. Royalties
Where a foreign company grants a license or any other similar right to a
resident company, the resident company making the payments (in the
form of royalties for patents, know-how, etc.) for such license or right
must withhold the applicable tax from each payment. The withholding
rate is the 25%. This rate is applicable to 20% or 30% of the total annual
receipt, resulting in an effective tax rate of 5% or 7.5%.
The effective tax rates are detailed as follows:
Payments by resident companies operating in the manufacturing
and mining sectors: 5%;
Payments by Iranian ministries, municipalities and government
institutions or organizations: 5%;
Payments for the rights to broadcast cinematographic films: 5%;
and
Payments for any other licenses or rights to any other Iranian
persons: 7.5%.
The withheld amount is to be remitted to the Tax Affairs Office within 10
days; otherwise, the payers will be jointly liable for payment of the main
tax and any other payments relating thereto. The tax deducted is
considered final.
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6.3.4. Other
Management fees and training fees paid to non-resident companies are
subject to a provisional withholding tax at the rate of 3% on their gross
amount.
Payments to non-resident companies under procurement contracts are
subject to a provisional withholding tax at the rate of 3% on the gross
amount. There is no branch profits tax in Iran.
6.3.5. Treaty chart
The list of agreements for the avoidance of double taxation between the
Islamic Republic of Iran and other countries including the applicable rates
is included in the following chart:
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Table (2): List of Agreements for the Avoidance of Double Taxation
Country
Algeria
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Belarus
Bulgaria
Croatia
China
France
Georgia
Germany
Indonesia
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Korea (Rep.)
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lebanon
Malaysia
Macedonia
Oman
Poland
Pakistan
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Serbia
South Africa
Spain
Switzerland
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Syria
Tajikistan
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Venezuela
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

Dividends (%)
Individuals,
Qualifying
Companies
Companies
5
5
15
10
10
5
10
10
5
5
15
10
7.5
7.5
10
5
10
10
20
15
10
5
20
15
7
7
7.5
5
15
5
10
10
5
5
10
5
5
5
25
25
10
10
10
10
7
7
5
5
7.5
5
10
10
10
5
10
10
10
10
10
5
15
5
10
10
10
5
7
7
10
10
10
10
20
15
10
10
10
5
10
10
8
8

1

Interest1 (%)

Royalties (%)

5
10
5
10
5
5
5
5
10
15
10
15
10
5
10
10
5
10
5
15
10
10
10
10
10
8
7.5
10
5
7.5
10
10
7
10
10
10
10
10
5
10
10

5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
10
10
5
10
12
10
10
10
5
10
5
10
10
10
10
10
5
10
5
10
10
5
5
8
5
17
8
8
10
5
5
10
5

Many treaties provide for an exemption for certain types of interest, e.g. interest paid to the state,
local authorities, the central bank, export credit institutions or in relation to sales on credit. Such
exemptions are not considered in this column.
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7. ANTI- AVOIDANCE
7.1. General
Any taxes paid after the time limit stipulated for tax return submission
shall result in application of a fine equal to 2.5% of the relevant tax per
each month.
The failure of legal entities to submit their tax return will result in the
imposition of a fine equal to 40% of the applicable tax, which shall not be
separable. As for corporate taxpayers who submit their tax return, this
rule shall apply with regard to concealed income or to false expenditures
that are unacceptable at the same time.
If the taxpayers who are required by virtue of the present Act to maintain
the statutory books of account (including all legal entities) fail to submit
their balance sheet and profit and loss account, or refrain from presenting
their books of account, a fine equal to 20% of the tax for each case of the
above failures shall be applied to them. As regards the rejection of the
books of accounts, a fine equal to 10% of the tax shall apply.
As for the persons who are required under the provisions of the Direct
Taxes Act to submit statements, lists, contracts, or specifications in
connection with taxpayers, but fail to do so, or submit false documents,
the applicable fines shall be 2% of the paid salary in respect of salaries,
and 1% of a contract's total price in case of contractorship. In all cases
they shall become, together with taxpayers, jointly and severally liable for
indemnification of the losses sustained by the Government.
Anyone citing, knowingly and with the aim of tax evasion, on a balance
sheet and “profit and loss account”, or on the books of accounts, records
and documents that constitute the basis of tax assessment, but are
prepared and arranged in a false manner, or if he refrains from
submission of tax return, balance sheet and “profit and loss account” of
three consecutive years, such a taxpayer shall be deprived from all legal
facilities and relieves in respect of that period, beside the imposition of
fines and punishments stipulated in the Direct Taxes Act.
Every real or legal person who is required to withhold and remit the other
taxpayers' taxes, but fails to comply with the prescribed duties, shall be
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subject to a fine equal to 20% of the unpaid tax, in addition to having
joint and several liabilities with the taxpayer for the payment of the tax.
• In cases where the ministries, government companies or
institutions, or municipalities are obligated to withhold taxes, the
responsible officials shall be subject to the punishment provided
under the Administrative Offences Law.
• If a non-government legal person is responsible for tax
withholding, the respective director or directors shall also be
convicted to corrective imprisonment from three months to two
years, apart from having joint and several liabilities for payment of
the applicable taxes and fines. This rule shall not apply to the
director or directors of legal persons who deposit securities with
the Iranian National Tax Administration for the payment of the
above-mentioned taxes.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance or the Iranian National
Tax Administration may prevent the exit of the tax debtors whose
liability exceeds IRR 1,000,000,000 from the country. As for legal or real
persons involved in the production of goods and services, the relevant tax
liability subject to the prevention from the exit from the country shall be
IRR 5,000,000,000 provided that they already hold an exploitation
license1. The rule shall also apply to the responsible director or directors
of private legal persons in connection with the entity's final tax liability;
whether it relates to the income tax of the entity or to taxes that the entity
is required to withhold and remit, provided the latter taxes pertain to the
term of office of the said directors. The respective authorities are
obligated to implement this rule when applied by the said Ministry or
Administration.
In case the taxpayers transfer their properties to their spouses or children
with the aim of tax evasion, the Iranian National Tax Administration may
take measures for annulling the relevant deeds through the judicial
authorities.
7.2. Transfer pricing
There isn't any particular rule about transfer pricing in the Iranian
taxation laws and regulations.

1

For all other real persons (i.e. individuals) the relevant tax liability subject to the prevention from the
the exit from the country shall be IRR 100,000,000
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7.3. Thin capitalization
There aren't any specific rules in this respect. However, according to
Article 148 of the Direct Taxes Act, fees paid or allocated to banks,
cooperative funds and authorized non-bank credit institutions for carrying
out of the enterprise's operations are totally deductible. As for interests
paid to foreign banks, up to a ceiling of LIBOR rate plus 2.5% shall be
regarded as deductible.
7.4. Controlled foreign company
There is no CFC legislation in Iran.
8. VALUE ADDED TAX
8.1. General
The VAT Law was approved by the Islamic Consultative Assembly on
January 29, 2008 and was put into force on September 22, 2008. Supply
of goods and services in Iran, as well as their import and export are
subject to VAT. The suppliers of the goods or services stipulated in the
VAT Law shall register themselves in accordance with the procedures
determined by the Iranian National Tax Affairs Administration (INTA).
Against the supplied goods or services, the taxpayers are required to issue
an invoice containing the particulars of the parties to the transaction, in
the form determined by INTA, stating the tax amount in a separate
column and collecting the same. In cases where sale machines are used,
the invoice issued by the machine replaces the hand-written invoice.
The taxpayers liable to the taxes provided for in VAT Law shall have to
use the books, invoices, and other forms, cashier machines, and other
tools and accounting procedures such documents shall be kept for ten
years after the tax year thereof and produced to the tax officers upon their
request.
Any solar year is divided into six 2-month periods starting from the first
day of Farvardin (March 21st) and ending on the last days of the months
of Ordibehesht (May 20th), Tir (July 21st), Shahrivar (September 21st),
Aban (November 20th), Day (January 19th), and Esfand (March 19th or
20th), every year. In case the activity of a taxpayer starts during a tax
period, the duration of activity of such taxpayer shall be regarded a tax
period.
The tax shall accrue on the following times:
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A) In case of supply of goods:
1) Date of invoice, delivery time, or when the transaction is finalized,
whichever earlier, as the case may be;
2) The date the asset is entered to the books or when it starts to be used,
whichever earlier, or the date it is allocated, as the case may be (Note:
The goods subject of VAT Law, which are purchased, acquired, or
produced, are entered in the books as assets for business purposes, or
are allocated for personal use shall be considered as supply of goods for
the self, and shall be subject to taxation.);
3) In case of exchange of goods, the date of exchange.
B) In case of services:
1) Date of invoice, or the time the service is rendered, whichever earlier,
as the case may be,
2) In case of exchange of services, the date of exchange.
C) In case of exports and imports:
1) Date of export (as for tax refunds);
2) Date of being released from customs; and
3) As for services, when the consideration is paid.
Note- In case of use of cashier machines, the tax accrues upon the entry
of the transaction into the machine.
8.2. Taxable persons
Any person engaged in supply of goods and services or their import or
export is subject to the provisions of VAT Law as a taxpayer.
In case of exchange of goods and services subject of this Law, supply of
goods and services by any of the parties shall be taxable separately.
The taxpayers shall submit the declaration form within 15 days after the
end of any tax period and pay the related taxes after deduction of the
previous tax payments, to the account of INTA in the due time.
8.3. Taxable transactions
As for the supply of goods, the exchange of goods in any kinds of
transaction except for those which are tax exempt (see Section 8.5) will
be subject to VAT. The goods subject of this Law, which are purchased,
acquired, or produced, are entered in the books as assets for business
purposes, or allocated for personal use shall be considered as supply of
goods for the self, and shall be subject to taxation.
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As for services, the exchange of services in any kinds of transaction
except for those which are tax exempt (see Section A.8.5) will be subject
to taxation.
8.4. Taxable amount
The price of goods or services mentioned in the invoice shall form the
basis for tax calculation. In cases where there is no invoice available, it is
not presented, or it is established through proving documents that the
price stated therein is not true, the market value of the goods or services
on the date of accrual of the tax shall be taken as tax calculation basis.
The following cases shall be excluded from tax calculation basis:
1) Discounts,
2) The tax amounts already paid by the supplier of goods or
services in accordance with the VAT Law,
3) Other indirect taxes and duties accrued to the goods or services
when they were supplied.
The basis for calculation of imported goods is the CIF value of the goods
together with the tax duties and charges, commercial duties and other
charges mentioned in the customs documents.
8.5. Exemptions
The exportation of goods and services abroad is not subject to taxation,
and any tax paid shall be refunded against proving documents.
Supply and import of the following goods and services are exempted
from taxation:
1) Unprocessed agricultural goods,
2) Live birds and pet animals, aquatics, honey bees, and silk worms,
3) Fertilizers, poisons, and seeds,
4) Flour, all types of bread, meat, sugar, rice, grains, soya, milk,
cheese, vegetable oil, and formula as babies' food,
5) Books, press goods and newspaper, notebooks, and paper for
printing, writing, and newspapers,
6) Goods gratuitously donated to ministries and government agencies,
and non-governmental public institutions,
7) The goods imported by passengers as accompanied luggage for
personal use, up to the quantities authorized by export & import
regulations, beyond which shall be taxable,
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8) Immovable properties,
9) Pharmaceutics, medical treatment services (man – animal), as well
as rehabilitation services,
10) The services that are subject to salary income tax in accordance
with the Direct Taxes Act,
11) Services of banks and authorized non bank credit institutions,
12) Public inter-city and intra-city passenger transportation services,
13) Handmade carpets,
14) Research and educational services,
15) Nourishment of birds and pet animals,
16) Radars and aerial navigation equipments used at airports,
17) Items exclusively used for defensive and security purposes
18) Export of goods and services is subject to a zero tax rate.
8.6. Rates
The standard rate of the Value Added Tax is 9 percent since March 21,
2015.
There are special VAT rates for the following goods:
1) Different kinds of cigarette and tobacco products (12%);
2) Different kinds of gas and fuels of airplanes (20%).
In addition to the standard rate, other rates will also be applied as
municipal taxation as follows:
1) All goods and services subject to the standard VAT rate (1.5%),
2) Different kinds of cigarette and tobacco products (10%),
3) Different kinds of gas and fuels of airplanes (10%),
4) Kerosene and gas oil (10%) and mazut (5%)
Transfer of domestically-produced and imported motor vehicles except
for those used in road construction, workshops, mines, and agriculture
and except for ships and boats, motorcycles and motor tricycles shall be
subject to a tax at the rate of 1% (1% of factory sales price of
domestically-produced vehicles or 1% of the sum of the CIF value of the
goods together with the tax duties and charges, commercial duties and
other charges mentioned in the customs documents).
Other taxes and duties in respect of special services are also applicable as
follows:
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1) Domestic intra-city passenger transportation except for railway
transportation (5% of the ticket),
2) Annual charges of cars and pickups with an extended cab will be
one per thousand of the factory sales price of domesticallyproduced or one per thousand of the sum of the CIF value of them
together with the tax duties and charges, commercial duties and
other charges mentioned in the customs documents,
3) Charges of registration of cars and pickups with an extended cab,
whether they are domestically-produced or imported, excluding
intra-city and inter-city public cars will be 3% of their factory sales
price or 3% of the sum of the CIF value of them together with the
tax duties and charges, commercial duties and other charges
mentioned in the customs documents, as the case may be.
8.7. Non-residents
There is no need for non-resident companies to register for VAT. As a
result, non-resident entities will not be able to recover VAT suffered in
Iran.
The burden of paying VAT on imported goods and services is borne by
the importer of such goods and services. In cases that a non-resident
company provides goods and services to a resident company, the resident
company must pay the applicable VAT to tax office. VAT on imported
goods is collected at the time of clearance by the customs house from the
importer of goods.
9. MISCELLANEOUS INDIRECT TAXES
Resident/non-resident entities shall be subject to the following indirect
taxes:
9.1. Capital duty
Stocks and partnership shares of all Iranian companies referred to in the
Commercial Law, except those of cooperative companies, shall be subject
to stamp duty at the rate of two per thousand of their face value. Fractions
of IRR 100 shall be treated as IRR 100 (see Section A.9.3).
The stamp duty of stocks and partnership shares of companies must be
paid through cancellation of stamps, within two months from the date of
legal registration of the company, and in case of capital increase and
additional shares from the date of registration of capital increase, with the
Office of Companies' Registrar. Any increase in the capital of the
companies that previously decreased their capital shall be exempt from
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the stamp duty, up to the amount on which the stamp duty has previously
been paid.
9.2. Transfer tax
9.2.1. Immovable property
The final transfer of real properties, as well as the transfer of goodwill
shall be subject to taxation at the time when such transfers take place by
the owner of the substance of the property or by the possessor of the right
of goodwill. The basis of taxation shall be the taxable value in case of
real properties and the market price of the goodwill, and the tax rates will
be 5% and 2%, respectively.
Final transfer of newly constructed residential or nonresidential units for
the first time shall be subject to tax at a flat rate of 10% on the basis of
the taxable value of the transferred superstructures, in addition to the tax
applicable on final transfer real properties mentioned in the previous
paragraph, provided that not more than two years is elapsed from the date
of issue of completion certificate for such units. The relevant persons,
whether real or juridical, shall not be subject to any other taxes with
regard to the income derived from the construction and sale of residential
or nonresidential units.
9.2.2. Shares, bonds and other securities
Any transfer of companies' shares and priority rights of shares as well as
transactions on other securities, through the stock market, shall be taxed
at a flat rate of 0.5% of the sale value of the shares and priority right of
shares. No other taxes will be charged as income tax on transfer of shares
and priority right of shares.
Stock Exchange agents are required to collect, upon each transfer, the
aforesaid tax from the transferor and remit it to the account determined by
the Iranian National Tax Administration (INTA), and to send the receipt
thereof, together with a list containing the number and sale price of the
transferred shares and priority right of shares, to the local tax affairs
office within ten days from the date of the transfer.
Any transfer of stocks, partnership shares, priority right of stocks and
partnership share of partners in other companies shall be subject to tax at
a rate of 4% applicable to their face value. In these cases, no other taxes
will be charged as income tax on such transfers. Those transferring
stocks, partnership shares and priority right of shares are required to remit
the applicable taxes to the account of the Iranian National Tax
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Administration (INTA) before the transfer would take place. The
registration departments or notaries public should receive, at the time of
registering the changes or drawing up the transfer deeds, as the case may
be, the certificate of payment of the applicable tax and enclose it to the
file of registration or transfer.
The premium reserve of joint stock companies accepted to the stock
market shall be subject to tax at a flat rate of 0.5% and no other taxes will
be charged on this income. The companies are required to remit the tax to
the account of the Iranian National Tax Administration (INTA) within
thirty days from the date of registration of the capital increase.
9.3. Stamp duty
An amount of IRR 200 shall be collected as stamp duty against each sheet
of check printed by banks at the time of printing.
A stamp duty of 0.3% shall be collected in connection with the bills of
exchange, promissory notes and documents of similar nature, in
proportion with the amount of such documents (The stamp duty of the
aforesaid documents in respect of the amounts below IRR 1000 shall be
fixed to the duty applicable to IRR 1000).
The stamp duty shall be IRR 5000 with respect to all negotiable
commercial instruments issued or negotiated and employed in Iran
(except for those stated in the previous paragraph and those related to
stocks and partnerships of all Iranian companies excluding cooperative
companies) and also with regard to documents denoting title to
merchandise such as air and sea bills of lading as well as the merchandise
insurance policies. The stamp duty on land bills of lading and passengers'
statements shall be IRR 1000.
Transport enterprises shall be responsible for drawing up of bills of
lading in a careful manner and should insert correct identity and address
of the owner of the merchandise and other relevant information therein.
They should keep sufficient copies of such documents for not less than 5
years from the date of issue.
The following documents and papers shall be subject to stamp duties
specified as follows:
1) IRR 10,000 on exemption cards issued for individuals exempted, in
any forms, from military services;
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2) IRR 50,000 on international driving licenses ;
3) IRR 200,000 on transit license plates of all kinds of motor vehicles
and also for numbering of temporarily imported transport vehicles;
4) IRR 1,000 on driving licenses of all kinds of motor vehicles per
each year of validity of respective licenses;
5) IRR 1,000 on report cards and diploma certificates of students of
primary and junior and senior high schools;
6) IRR 10,000 on diplomas and diploma certificates of associate's,
bachelor's, master's, doctorate and higher degrees;
7) IRR 20,000 on certificates of educational value of foreign
elementary and junior and senior secondary courses of study;
8) IRR 50,000 on certificates of educational value of foreign
technical, vocational and university courses of study;
9) IRR 20,000 on permits issued to obstetricians and also on diplomas
of associate's degree and experimental dentistry;
10) IRR 100,000 on permits issued to physicians, dentists,
paramedics, veterinarians, and pharmacists;
11) IRR 100,000 for the issuance and IRR 50,000 for the renewal of
licenses and identity cards for industrial and mining enterprises,
and also for issuing commercial cards and other business
permissions. However, the issuance and renewal of licenses issued
to first grade attorneys, second grade attorneys, third grade
attorneys, official translators to the judiciary and certified experts
shall be subject to stamp duties for IRR 5,000,000, IRR 3,000,000,
IRR 2,500,000, IRR 3,000,000 and IRR 3,000,000, respectively.
The following agreements and similar instruments that are exchanged
between banks and their clients or undertaken by the clients shall be
subject to a stamp duty of IRR 10,000, provided that they are not
registered with notaries public:
(a) The form of acceptance of general conditions of current accounts;
(b) Loan agreements or the agreements for granting of all kinds of
facilities, and also different binding forms and documents that banks
get them signed by their clients to sign them upon making
transactions;
(c) Agreements for various types of investment deposits;
(d) Deeds of power of attorney drawn up in the offices of banks, under
which the clients assign their right of signing to other persons;
(e) Other agreements concluded between banks and their clients, under
which the parties undertake commitments and responsibilities with
regard to banking affairs;
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(f) Letters of guarantee issued by banks;
(g) Applications for letters of guarantee, after they are accepted by the
bank and guarantees are issued; and
(h) Applications for letters of credit in favor of domestic or foreign
parties, after the acceptance of application by the bank and opening
of the credit.
Stocks and partnership shares of all Iranian companies referred to in the
Commercial Law, except those of cooperative companies, shall be subject
to stamp duty at the rate of two per thousand of their face value. Fractions
of IRR 100 shall be treated as IRR 100.
The stamp duty of stocks and partnership shares of companies must be
paid through cancellation of stamps, within two months from the date of
legal incorporation of the company, and in case of capital increase and
additional shares from the date of registration of capital increase, with the
office of Companies' Registrar. Any increase in the capital of the
companies that previously decreased their capital shall be exempt from
the stamp duty, up to the amount on which the stamp duty has previously
been paid.
Whenever the instruments subject to stamp duties are issued in Iran, the
drawers have to affix and cancel the stamps applicable thereto. If they are
issued abroad, the first person in possession thereof has to take the same
measure, before signing them for any purposes, whether for indorsing,
negotiating, accepting or paying the amount of such documents. All
institutions or persons negotiating, receiving or paying such instruments
in Iran, shall, at any event, be jointly and severally liable for the payment
of the stipulated duties.
In case of infringement of the provisions of paying stamp duties, the
infringer shall be fined for twice the amount of the chargeable stamp duty
plus the payment of the principal thereof.
9.4. Customs duty
Customs duty is imposed on all goods imported into Iran. Duty is levied
on an ad valorem basis, applied to the CIF (Cost, Insurance, and Freight)
value. Iran follows the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding
System (HS codes) for classification of goods for this purpose.
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There are also various other minor charges for cargo handling. The
annual Import/Export Regulations Booklet issued by the Iranian Customs
Administration lists the customs duty and commercial benefit tax rates for
all goods according to their HS codes.
Goods imported into FTZs benefit from lower customs duties. If they are
re-exported to mainland Iran, full customs duty has to be paid. If raw
materials imported into FTZs are used in the production of other goods
which are then exported to mainland Iran, customs duty is payable on the
non-value-added portion of the manufactured goods.
9.5. Excise duty
Excise duties are currently collected through the system of VAT.
According to the note of Article 16 of the VAT Law, there are special
excise duty rates for the following goods:
1) Different kinds of cigarette and tobacco products (12%);
2) Different kinds of gas and fuels of airplanes (20%).
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B) INDIVIDUAL TAXATION
Introduction
Individuals are subject to tax on their incomes derived from different
resources. They include "inheritance tax", "real estate income tax", "tax
on salary income", "tax on business and professional income", and "tax
on incidental income", among which the first category has been classified
as a sub-category of property taxes while the others are sub-parts of
income taxes. Here, however, in accordance with IBFD taxonomies,
"inheritance tax" and "tax on incidental income" are discussed under the
category of inheritance and gift taxes (Section 5 below); "tax on salary
income" and "tax on business and professional income" will be discussed
as sub-categories of income tax (Section 1 below); and finally, the "real
estate income tax" will be later on re-titled as "real estate tax" to be
inserted under the category taxes on capital (Section 4 below).
Social security contributions are made to the Social Security Fund and the
Pension Fund. The value-added tax (VAT), too, has already been put into
force.
1. INCOME TAX
1.1. Taxable persons
Individuals of Iranian nationality resident in Iran are subject to tax on all
their income whether earned in Iran or abroad. Non-resident individuals
of Iranian nationality are subject to tax only on income earned in Iran.
Non-Iranian individuals are subject to tax on their income earned in Iran
and also on their income received from Iran for the granting of licenses
and other rights, the provision of training and technical assistance and the
supply of films.
The term resident means any person who under the laws of the Islamic
Republic of Iran is liable to tax therein by reason of his residence,
domicile, and place of registration, place of management or any other
criterion of a similar nature.
According to Article 180 or the Direct Taxes Act, every Iranian
individual who may prove, by providing a certificate from the financial or
diplomatic missions of the Islamic Republic of Iran in other countries,
that he has paid, as a resident, taxes on his income of a tax year in one of
the foreign countries, such a person shall be considered, for tax purposes,
to be resident abroad in the relevant year, except for cases of:
(a) Having an occupation in Iran in the same year;
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(b) Living in Iran at least for six consecutive or interrupted months in
the same fiscal year; or
(c) Staying abroad for mission, treatment and the like.
In civil partnerships, whether voluntary or involuntary, the partners shall
enjoy two exemptions at the maximum. The exemption shall be equally
divided between them and the balance of every partner's share shall be
taxed separately. Where there is matrimonial relationship between the
partners, the spouses shall be considered, for the purpose of tax
exemption, as a single partner and the applicable exemption shall be
granted to the husband. In case of death of a partner, his heirs, as the legal
successors of the deceased person, shall enjoy the tax exemption that was
accruable to the decedent as described above. The tax exemption shall be
equally divided between the heirs and shall be deducted from the share of
income attributable to each of them.
1.2. Taxable income
1.2.1. General
The Direct Taxes Act specifies five categories of income earned by
individuals as mentioned in the introduction above. Each category is
taxed separately and has its own computation rules.
1.2.2. Exempt income
According to Article 84 of the Direct Taxes Act, the annual income
subject to "salary tax", which is derived from one or more sources by any
salary receiver, including the workers subject to the Labor Code, shall be
exempt from taxation up to a threshold equal to 150 times of the base
minimum salary of the salary schedule envisaged in the Article 1 of the
Law Concerning the Coordinated System of Payments to the Civil
Servants approved in 1991.
The annual taxable income of the taxpayers subject to "tax on business
and professional income" who submit their tax returns on time in
accordance with the provisions thereof shall be exempt from taxation up
to the threshold envisaged under the Article 84 (as mentioned above) and
the income in excess of that shall be taxed.
Individuals working in one of the designated free-trade zones (FTZs) are
exempt from tax on their income earned in the FTZs for a period of 20
years.
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Other exemptions for individuals are the same as those for companies,
with the exception of exemptions which are available exclusively to
companies (see Section A.1.3.2.).
In addition, the following types of income are exempt from the tax on
salaries (see Section B.1.3.1 below).
1.3. Employment income
1.3.1. Salary
Individuals in receipt of income as salary in Iran, whether on a regular or
piecework basis, are subject to income tax on salaries. Liability also
extends to wages and salaries from employment outside Iran where the
employer is either the government of Iran or a person residing in Iran.
Tax is levied on salaries, wages, and all remuneration related to an
employment whether recurring or non-recurring and whether paid in cash
or in kind.
The employment income of employees in both the public and private
sectors is taxed at progressive rates ranging from 0 to 20% after
deducting a basic annual exemption (i.e. IRR 138 million – for the
calendar year starting on 21 March 2015 and ending on 20 March 2016)
as presented below:
Table (3): Salary Tax Rates
annual taxable income

rates

Up to

IRR

138,000,000

0%

Up to

IRR

966,000,000

10% of the excess over

Over

IRR

966,000,000

20% of the excess over

The following income is specifically exempted from income tax on
salaries:
1) Salaries of foreign diplomats, embassy staff, etc. (subject to
reciprocal treatment) and non-Iranian members of UN delegations
and specialized agencies;
2) Salaries of foreign experts sent to Iran on aid programs;
3) Salaries of local employees of Iranian embassies, consulates, etc.
subject to reciprocal treatment;
4) Pensions, retirement allowances and termination of employment
payments;
5) Service-related travel expenditure and allowances;
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6) 50% of the salary tax of employees working in villages and
deprived regions;
7) Housing, on-site accommodation, food and transport allowances
and other non-cash benefits provided for manual workers;
8) Compensation from medical insurance, accident insurance, etc;
9) New Year bonuses and year-end allowances up to a maximum of
one twelfth of the base annual allowance;
10) Housing provided for civil servants;
11) Employees’ medical expenses met by employers;
12) Salaries paid to members of the armed forces, Intelligence
Ministry employees, war veterans and former prisoners-of-war;
and
13) Non-cash allowances provided to employees up to a maximum of
two twelfth of the base annual allowance.
Note that the term “base minimum salary” refers to a minimum salary
under the Labor Code. The amount is reviewed annually by the Ministry
of Economic Affairs and Finance.
In practice, the employment income of foreign workers has often been
subject to tax on the basis of a notional scale of remuneration rather than
by reference to the actual employment contract. On 11 May 1998, a
directive was issued requiring expatriate workers to pay income tax on
the total salary, allowances, and benefits earned during the employment
period in Iran with effect from 22 June 1998.
Expatriate employers are now required to submit full details of the
remuneration of their expatriates, plus details of any tax withheld and
copies of the relevant employment contracts to the local tax district
within 2 weeks of a request by said tax district. The report requires
completion of a special specified form, which must be signed by both
employer and employee. In the case of non-resident foreign employers,
the expatriate is required to supply the information within 2 months of the
start of employment.
The employment contract must reflect all the benefits included in the
employment package. The contract must also be:
1) authenticated by the employer’s head office; and
2) verified by competent government authorities and by the Iranian
embassy in the country where the employer’s head office is
located.
Failure to comply may lead to a tax assessment initially on a presumptive
basis using specified notional pay scales. If the tax assessed on the
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presumptive basis later proves to be less than the tax due on the actual
remuneration, the additional tax will be assessed and penalties shall be
imposed. Tax will be refunded, if the actual remuneration proves to be
less than the notional figure.
The Council of Ministers also passed a resolution on 17 December 2000,
unifying the basis of expatriate salary charges, exchange rates of the
contract, withholding taxes and compensation for increases in statutory
charges. As a result, the following were implemented:
1) The salary tax and work permit charges of expatriates are now
computed based on the salaries and fringe benefits reported in the
employment contract. The employer is required to report such
amounts to the tax authorities, and to the Ministry of Cooperatives,
Labor and Social Welfare;
2) If the expatriates salary and fringe benefits are not specifically
mentioned in the employment contract, the basis for computing the
salary tax and work permit charges will be via a "unified list"
which is to be prepared by the Ministry of Cooperatives, Labor and
Social Welfare together with the relevant ministry or employer.
This list must also be approved by the Council of Ministers; and
3) The exchange rate to be used when computing the tax and work
permit charges is the rate stipulated in the employment contract
unless the employer purchases the hard currency at a different rate,
in which case the actual rate will be used.
No expenses are specifically listed as deductible in arriving at income
subject to the tax on salaries. The Direct Taxes Act does, however,
provide for the general deductibility of two categories of expenditure in
arriving at the taxable income of individual taxpayers. The two categories
are expenses incurred during the tax year on medical treatment of the
taxpayer himself, his wife, children, parents, brothers, or sisters and life
insurance premiums paid to Iranian insurance companies.
Also, as of 21 March 2001, employees may deduct from taxable income
any payments made for housing loans, provided:
1) the relevant home must be less than 120 sq m in area and must be
purchased or built between March 2000 and March 2004; and
2) the employer must be provided with a statement from the relevant
bank confirming the amount of the monthly installment payment
and the period of the loan.
The tax on salaries is collected by deduction at source. Employers are
obliged to calculate and withhold the relevant tax on the basis of the
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employee’s annual salary (where the payer of an amount subject to the
tax on salaries is not the payer of the recipients’ basic salary, wage, etc.,
he must deduct the tax at the rate of 10%.) The tax so deducted must be
sent to the local tax affairs office within 30 days together with a list of the
names and addresses of the payees and their respective salaries in the first
month. For subsequent months, only changes to the original list need to
be reported. Persons receiving a salary paid from abroad are required to
pay the due tax within 30 days of receiving it and to submit a tax return
by 22 July of the year following the fiscal year in which the salary has
been received.
Exit visas and extensions of residence permits and work permits will only
be issued to foreigners on production of a tax clearance certificate.
However, pursuant to a resolution issued by the Council of Ministers on
17 December 2000, the employer is permitted to make a contractual
commitment to withhold and remit the expatriate’s tax liability to the tax
authorities, and the expatriate will not be barred from leaving the country,
when such a contractual commitment has been entered into force+, even
if the taxes have not been settled.
In cases where the salary tax is not accounted for in accordance with the
requirements outlined above, the Act provides for the making of
assessments to include both the tax due and the applicable penalties. The
penalty for failure to comply with salary tax withholding requirements is
a fine equal to 20% of the unpaid tax. In addition, the employer or the
director(s) of the employing enterprise may be imprisoned for terms
ranging from 3 months to 2 years. Claims for the refund of an overpaid
salary tax must be made by the recipient of the salary to the tax affairs
office local to his place of residence.
1.3.2. Benefits in kind
The assessable value of benefits in kind is normally the cost to the
employer but in the following cases the assessable value is calculated as a
percentage of salary and other regular remuneration paid in cash (net of
deductions):
1) Furnished housing: 25%;
2) Unfurnished housing: 20%;
3) Chauffeur-driven car: 10%; and
4) Car without chauffeur: 5%.
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1.3.3. Pension income
Pensions, retirement allowances, and termination of employment
payments are exempt from taxation.
1.3.4. Directors' remuneration
Directors' remuneration is added to their annual salary obtained from
employment payments and is subject to tax.
1.4. Business and professional income
Chapter 4 of Direct Taxes Act imposes tax on income earned in Iran by
individuals from professions and from all other sources not specified
elsewhere in the Act. The most important of these other sources is the
income derived from running a business. Civil partnerships, to the extent
they are comprised of natural persons, are also liable to tax on income
from such sources. A civil partnership has no legal identity separate from
that of its members, simply being an association of parties with a
common interest in a property.
Assessments are made either on the basis of the figures in the statutory
books of account (the journal and the ledger) or on a “presumptive basis”
(ex officio assessment) whereby the tax payable is based on a deemed
profit not on the profit reflected in the accounting books.
In accordance with paragraph (a) of Article 95 of Direct Taxes Act, a
number of kinds of concern are obliged to maintain statutory books of
account, among them are:
a) Holders of commercial card and all importers & exporters;
b) Owners of factories & producing units;
c) Exploiters of mines; owners of firms of auditing, book-kipping &
financial services and providers of management, consulting,
informatics and computer services; owners of education and training
centers;
d) Owners of hospitals, maternity hospitals, sanatoriums, polyclinics and
old people homes;
e) Owners of motels and three-star & high level hotels;
f) Wholesalers and wholesale dealers, department stores, financial
middlemen, agents for distribution of domestic and imported goods
and warehouse owners;
g) Representatives of commercial and industrial enterprises;
h) Owners of land, sea or air motorized transportation firms;
i) Owners of engineering and engineering consulting bureaus; and
j) Owners of advertising and marketing agencies
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(A new list of those required to maintain statutory books of account is
published annually).
Taxpayers who maintain statutory accounts (either compulsorily or
voluntarily) will generally be assessed on the basis of those accounts
although presumptive assessment may also be applied, for instance,
where time limits are not complied with or where the accounts cannot be
verified because of insufficient supporting documents. Where the
computation is by reference to the accounts, taxable income consists of
the total amount of receipts for sales or provision of services less
allowable expenditure (including depreciation) plus any other income.
In accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 95 of Direct Taxes Act, a
number of kinds of concern are required to register their business
activities in the books of income and expenditure. They are as follows:
a) Owners of industrial workshops;
b) Owners of businesses in the field of construction, technical and
industrial installations, drawing, topography, and technical
calculations and supervision; owners of printing houses,
lithographers, bookbinders, providers of printing services, and
graphic artists;
c) Owners of centers for commuter communications;
d) Attorneys, experts, official translators to the judiciary, legal
accountants, and members of engineering order organizations;
e) Researchers, scholars, and private experts engaging in preparation
and provision of research projects;
f) Brokers, commission merchants and agents;
g) Owners of cultural houses, vocational institutions and societies of
guilds and professions;
h) Owners of cinemas, theaters, and entertainment and sport centers;
owners of the businesses of filming, dubbing, assembling and other
cinematic services;
i) Physicians, dentists who have clinics, and veterinarians practicing
veterinary medicine;
j) Owners of test laboratories and clinics for radiology,
physiotherapy, ultrasound scan, electroencephalography, CT scan,
beauty salons and other providers of hygienic services;
k) Owners of inns, guest houses, and lodgings;
l) Owners of entertainment halls and restaurants, preparers of ready
meal, providers of entertainment services, and lenders of utensils;
m) Notaries public;
n) Owners of authorized repair shops and service stations;
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o) Owners of car exhibitions and shops, estate agencies and rent-a-car
agencies;
p) Goldsmiths, jewelers, and sellers of gold and jewelry; and
q) Sales agents and sellers of ironware).
Legal costs of those taxpayers who are subject to paragraphs (a) or (b)
Article 95 of Direct Taxes Act (as listed above), in the event of
submission of tax returns in the due time, will be deductible (as per
Article 148 of Direct Taxes Act (see Section A.1.3.3). The medical costs,
however, will always be deductible.
With the exception of those which are available exclusively to
companies, the exemptions for individuals are the same as those listed at
Section A.1.3.3. In addition, the following exemptions apply to
individuals only:
1) 150 times the base minimum salary for individuals; and
2) 300 times the base minimum salary for civil partnerships
(regardless of the number of partners) to be allocated equally to the
partners.
Dividends payable from tax-exempt incomes by joint-stock companies
and joint-stock partnerships or other forms of legal entities to their
shareholders, partners, or members are exempt from tax. The exemption
is also preserved where such dividends are channeled through other kinds
of legal entity before being paid to the individual shareholders or
guarantor partners.
Depreciation is allowed as outlined at Section A.1.3.5. The Act contains
no provisions regarding losses incurred by individuals.
Income of all sources taxable under Chapter 4 of Direct Taxes Act is
aggregated and taxed at the rates of Art. 131 (see Section B.1.9.1 below).
All taxpayers must file a tax return by 22 July following the end of the
fiscal year which runs from 21 March to the following 20 March. All
returns must be sent to the tax affairs office local to the taxpayer’s place
of business or where there is no place of business to the office local to the
taxpayer’s place of residence. A single return suffices for a civil
partnership and also for a manufacturing concern with a number of
offices or outlets.
Taxpayers obliged to maintain statutory books of account are required to
withhold tax at the rate of 3% on sums paid by them in respect of a
number of items including medical fees, fees for arbitration, consultation,
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administrative and fiscal services, construction work, and rental of plant
and machinery. The tax so withheld must be paid to the Ministry of
Economic Affairs and Finance within 30 days and the name and address
of the recipient of the payment must be forwarded to the recipient’s local
tax affairs office within the same time limit.
Agents are required to withhold this tax both on their own account with
respect to commissions earned and on the account of their principals.
1.5. Investment income
Dividends would not be subject to taxation (See Section A.1.1.).
In an Islamic system of economy, real persons are not allowed to receive
interest and as such, there will be no tax on interests.
Royalties are subject to taxation at the general tax rates stipulated in
Article 131 of the Direct Taxes Act (mentioned in Section B.1.9.1).
Rental income is subject to tax after deducting an allowance of 25% for
depreciation and other expenses (See Section B.2.1).
1.6. Capital gains
There is no capital gains tax on the sale of shares.
The transfer of stocks, partnership shares, priority rights in partnership
and shares of companies that are not listed on the stock exchange are
subject to a transfer tax at a flat rate of 4% applicable to their face value.
For shares that are trading on the stock exchange, the transfer tax applies
at a flat rate of 0.5% on the sale proceeds.
Gains derived from outright transfers of real property are taxed at a rate
of 5% of the "ratable value" of the property, which is the value of the
property as indicated in regional valuation tables. Tax is not imposed on
the actual gains. Because of the deemed basis upon which capital gains
tax on real property is imposed, no capital losses arising from transfers of
real property may be claimed.
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1.7. Personal deductions, allowances and credits
1.7.1. Deductions
Apart from the expenses covered under Sections A.1.3.1 to A.1.3.3, there
are no other personal deductions except for medical costs which will
always be deductible.
1.7.2. Allowances
Apart from an annual income exemption (as stipulated in Article 101 of
Direct Taxes Act; see Section B.1.2.2), no other tax allowances are
granted, except for employees working in less developed regions as they
are exempt from 50% of the income tax due on their wages and salaries.
1.7.3. Credits
Advance payments will be regarded as tax credit for the same or
subsequent tax year(s). At the time of discharge of the taxpayer's liability,
a sum shall be deducted there from equal to his advance payment plus 1%
of the same against each month of early payment of the tax.
The extra taxes collected (as a result of miscalculation or through
withdrawing taxes) can be regarded as tax credit for the subsequent tax
years. They are, in any case, refundable on the taxpayer's request.
1.8. Losses
Losses incurred by individuals, if ascertained by examination of their
statutory books of account and in conformity with the regulations, may be
carried forward and set off against the income of subsequent years.
Losses may not be carried back.
No capital losses arising from transfers of real property may be claimed.
1.9. Rates
1.9.1. Income and capital gains
Salary
The employment income of employees in both the public and private
sectors is taxed at progressive rates ranging from 0 to 20% after
deducting a basic annual exemption (i.e. IRR 100 million – for the
calendar year ending on 20 March 2015) as presented in Table (3) in
Section B.1.3.1 above.
Business and professional income
The business and professional income of an individual is taxed at the
same progressive rates as in the table below:
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Table (4): General Individual Tax Rates
Annual Taxable Income (in IRR)
Up to 30,000,000
30,000,001 to 100,000,000
100,000,001 to 250,000,000
250,000,001 to 1,000,000,000
Over 1,000,000,000

Rate
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%

Capital gains are not subject to taxation.
1.9.2. Withholding taxes
Salary
The tax on employment income is withheld at source under the Pay-AsYou-Earn (PAYE) system, and is final. The employer in this case is
required to compute and withhold the amount at the time of payment and
remit it to the tax authorities within 30 days.
Business and professional income
Business operators falling under group (A) (see Section B.1.4.) must
withhold, on account of the receiver's tax liability, 3% of every payment
they make as consideration for the following services:
– medical fees;
– hospital, laboratory and X-ray expenses;
– arbitration;
– consultation and expert advice;
– auditing and financial and administrative services;
– writing and authorship and literary works;
– musical composition, musical performance, dramatic plays
and singing;
– painting;
– brokerage fees or commissions;
– any kind of fees or charges for the provision of services,
except fees paid to stock exchanges, over-the-counter (OTC)
markets, transaction fees and settlement of negotiable papers
or goods in stock exchanges and OTC markets, banks,
cooperative funds and authorized non-bank credit
institutions;
– cleaning of places and buildings;
– hiring of office and calculation machinery;
– all types of computer services and communications;
– rental of any kind of land, air and marine vehicles,
machinery, factory and refrigerating chambers;
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– warehousing, maintenance and repair of lifts, central heating
and air conditioning systems;
– any type of construction, technical installations and
installation works;
– preparation of designs of buildings and installations;
– drawing, topography, supervision and technical calculations;
– transport; and
– any payment for showing movie pictures.
The amount withheld must be remitted up to the end of the next month to
an account designated by the INTA, and the person must then hand over
the receipt thereof to the taxpayer.
1.10. Administration
1.10.1. Taxable period
The tax year is a solar year beginning at the first day of Farvardin (21
March) of each year and ending at the last day of Esfand of the same year
(19-20 March of the next year).
1.10.2. Tax returns and assessment
As for tax on salary, there will be no need for filing and submitting tax
return since tax on salary in the Iranian taxation system is collected
through a withholding method. However, whenever the salary is received
from the persons who reside abroad and have no branches or
representatives in Iran, the salary receivers are required to pay, within
thirty days from the date of receiving such salary, the tax applicable
thereon to the tax affairs office of the district where they are domiciled.
They are also obligated to submit, up to the end of Tir of the next year
(21st day of July of the next year), a tax return on the salary received by
them to the same tax affairs office. If the salary is paid by persons
residing abroad with no branches or representatives in Iran, the recipients
are required to pay the applicable tax amount to the tax affairs office of
the district where they are domiciled, within 30 days of the date they
received the salary.
As for business and professional income tax (see Section B.1.4) as well
as real estate income tax (see Section B.2.1), the individuals are required
to file and submit their tax returns up to the end of Tir of the next year
(21st day of July of the next year) and to pay the taxes thereof.
In addition, as for tax on incidental income (see Section B.2.2),
individuals deriving incidental income are required to submit their tax
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returns to the respective tax affairs office and to pay the applicable taxes
up to the end of Ordibehesht (20th day of May) of the subsequent year.
Spouses who are separate taxable persons are treated independently for
tax purposes and each of them can have his/her own annual income
exemption, but if they are jointly involved in the same business activity,
only the husband may have the annual income exemption.
Within a year of a tax return being filed, the tax authorities carry out an
initial assessment of the taxpayer's tax obligations, after which they either
confirm the payable amount as declared by the taxpayer or revise the
amount of tax payable.
Within 3 months after the 1-year period, the tax affairs office must
prepare and present to the individual a tax assessment notice, which he
has to sign to acknowledge receipt. Within 30 days after the notice is
received, the individual may either agree with the assessment or file a
written challenge against the notice. If the individual does not file a
challenge against the notice within this period, the assessment is
considered to have been accepted.
Objections must be supported by documentary evidence and must be
made directly to the chief assessor within the tax affairs office. If the
matter cannot be resolved by the chief assessor, the matter may be
referred to the Board of Settlement of Tax Disputes (BSTD). An appeal
against the decision of the BSTD must be made in writing within 1
month. Further appeal may be lodged against the decision of the BSTD to
the Supreme Tax Council within 1 month of the notification of the
BSTD’s decision.
As for payers of business and professional income tax who file and
submit their due taxes within the system of self-declaration, their taxes
will not be subject to further assessment except for a limited sample
randomly selected to be audited.
As for the payers of income tax who fail to file on time the tax return of
their source of income, and also in cases where such taxpayers are not
required to file a tax return at the deadline of the payment of the tax, the
statute of limitation shall be five years from the deadline stipulated for the
payment of the tax.
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1.10.3. Payment of tax
Individuals subject to business and professional income tax are required
to draw up tax returns of their business activities performed during a tax
year, separately for each business unit or each place of business, in
conformity with a sample prepared by the INTA. They have to submit tax
returns, and to pay the applicable taxes to the local tax affairs office (or,
where there is no place of business, to the office at the individual's place
of residence), by 22 July in the following year.
In case the taxpayer fails to pay his final tax liability within 10 days from
the service of the final notice, the tax affairs office will notify him by a
writ of execution to pay, or arrange for the payment of all his tax dues to
the said department within 1 month from the date of notification.
1.10.4. Rulings
There is no general statutory system of advance rulings. However,
taxpayers may consult the tax administration about the exact meaning of
tax provisions.
2. OTHER TAXES ON INCOME
2.1. Real estate income tax
The income of individuals derived from the transfer of rights in real
properties situated in Iran, less the exemptions granted under Direct
Taxes Act, shall be subject to real estate income tax.
2.1.1. Taxable persons
The taxable persons are owners who have rented their real properties to
other persons.
In case of the mortgage in possession, the mortgagor shall be subject to
taxation according to the provisions stipulated below.
2.1.2. Taxable income
The taxable income of the leased real property consists of the total rent,
whether in cash or otherwise, less a deduction of 25% to cover expenses,
depreciation, and commitments of the owner with regard to the leased
property.
The taxable income in respect of the first hand lease of real properties
that are endowed or tied up shall be computed on basis of the abovementioned method.
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Where the lessor is not the owner of the leased property, the taxable
income shall be the difference between the rent that he receives and the
rent that he pays in connection with the same leasehold.
For the purposes of rental income taxation, each apartment unit shall be
deemed as a separate real estate.
Where some furnishings or machinery are leased in conjunction with a
real property, the rental income attributable to such fittings and
machinery shall be included as a part of the income of the property, and
shall be taxed under the present regulations.
Additions made by the lessee, in conformity with the lease agreement, to
the leased property for the benefit of the lessor shall be appraised on basis
of taxable value of the date of delivery of the same to the lessor, and 50%
thereof shall be treated as a part of taxable rental income of the lessor for
the year of such delivery.
The expenses that are to be born, under the law or the agreement, by the
landlord, but are made by the tenant, as well as the expenses undertaken
by the tenant in conformity with the terms of lease agreement, while
customarily are to be paid by the landlord, shall be appraised at the
taxable value of the date of occurrence of such expenses, and will be
added, as non-pecuniary rent, to the sum of the rental income of the year
in which such expenditures are made.
If the owner of any superstructures created over a leased land, lets the
property, wholly or partially, the rental paid by him for the land, in
proportion to the estate he lets, shall be deducted from the rental he
receives, and the balance will be taxed.
Where the residential units belonging to housing companies are delivered
to buyers according to ordinary agreements, but not yet being transferred
in a final manner, and this situation is approvable by demonstrative
documents and records, such properties shall not be deemed to be
leaseholds as long as they are in possession of the buyers. In these cases
the buyer shall be treated, for the purpose of taxation, as the owner of the
property provided the tax on final transfer of the property, as applicable at
the date of possession, is paid according to the regulations thereof.
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2.1.3. Personal deductions, allowances and credits
The real properties that are put, free of charge, at the disposal of the
government organizations and institutions shall not be considered as
leaseholds.
If the owner sells his dwelling place and a respite is granted to him, under
the relevant transfer deed for evacuation of the same without payment of
rental, then the property shall not be deemed as leasehold up to six
months as long as the dwelling place is occupied by the ex-owner during
such period of respite. The same rule is applicable in case of optional sale
as long as the sold property remains at the disposal of the seller, unless it
is proved on account of some documents and instruments, that a rental is
being paid.
Where the owner of a residential house or apartment lets the same out and
leases another place for his own residence, or dwells in an employerprovided house, the rent he pays under an official deed or according to an
agreement, the rent deducted from his salary by the employer, or the
amount of the same that is evaluated as the salary in kind for tax purposes
shall be deducted from his entire rental income.
The owners of residential complexes with more than three leased units
that are constructed, or will be constructed, in conformity with the
consumption model of housing, as declared by the Ministry of Roads and
Urban Development, shall be exempt, during the term of lease, from
100% of the tax on the income from lease of properties. In other cases,
the income of a person from the lease of residential unit or units shall be
exempt from taxation up to a total acreage of 150 square meters of useful
substructure of the units in Tehran and up to 200 square meters in other
places.
The habitation of the owner's father, mother, spouse, child or
grandparents, as well as that of the persons dependent on him, shall not
be considered as leasehold, unless it is proved by documents that the rent
is paid. Where several properties are allocated for habitation of the owner
or the aforesaid persons, only one property for dwelling of the owner and
another one for all the other aforementioned individuals, both at the
choice of the owner, shall be excluded from the taxation of the present
chapter.
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In accordance with Article 57 of Direct Taxes Act, The annual taxable
rental income of individuals with no other source of income shall be
exempted from taxation up to the level of annual tax exemption of salary
income, and the balance thereof shall be subject to taxation.
2.1.4. Rates
The real estate income tax will be calculated at the rates stipulated in the
Article 131 of Direct Taxes Act (see the table in Section B.1.9.1).
2.1.5. Tax returns, assessment & payment
The taxpayers subject to the real estate income tax are required to submit
their tax returns together with related documents to the tax affairs office
of the district where the property is situated, and to pay the applicable tax
in conformity with the relevant regulations. The said measures are to be
taken up to the end of Tir (21st day of July) of the following year.
As from the beginning of the year 1382 (March 21, 2004), the basis of
computation of the taxable rental income of real properties shall be the
rental value, which will be determined by the Real Estates Committee
referred to in the Article 64 of Direct Taxes Act for each square meter of
properties located within the boundaries of cities and villages.
The taxpayers subject to the Article 57 (see Section B.2.1.3 above), are
required to draw up a special tax return and to submit the same to the tax
affairs office of the district where the property is situated. They have also
to declare that they have no other incomes whatsoever. The tax affairs
office in question shall send a summary of the content of the tax return to
the tax affairs office local to the taxpayer's place of domicile. If it is
established that the taxpayer has made a false return, the applicable tax
plus a fine equal to the same shall be collected. For the purpose of the
aforesaid Article, the retirement pensions, pensions paid to surviving
dependents; bonuses and interests received on bank deposits shall not be
deemed as income.
Ministries, government institutions and companies, establishments whose
budgets are wholly or partially financed by the government, foundations
of the Islamic Revolution, municipalities and their affiliated companies
and firms, as well as the other juridical persons are required to withhold
the taxes on incidental income from any rental payments they make and
to pay it, in a period of ten days, to the tax affairs office within the
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jurisdiction of which the leased property is situated, and to hand over the
receipt of the same to the relevant landlord.
2.2. Tax on incidental income
The cash or non-cash income that an individual earns ex gratia or through
favoritism or as an award or under any other similar titles shall be subject
to tax on incidental income.
2.2.1. Taxable persons
All individuals earning incidental income are subject to taxation.
2.2.2. Taxable income
The taxable income subject to the tax on incidental income shall consist
of 100% of the realized earnings. The non-cash income shall be valued at
the current prices of the date of realization of income except for real
properties, in respect of which the taxable value is determined in
pursuance to the Article 64 of the Direct Taxes Act wherein the same
taxable value shall constitute the basis of tax computation.
In respect of compromise and gift against consideration, except for the
cases subject to the Article 63 of Direct Taxes Act, the taxable income
will consist of the difference between the values of the objects of the
relevant reciprocal transaction and the tax due shall be attributed to the
party benefiting from the incidental income.
In case of compromise on a property whereby the proceeds of such
property are allocated, for the life time or any other duration, to the
compromising party or to a third party, the value of the property
including the substance and proceeds thereof, at prices prevailing at the
time of accrual of the proceeds of the property to the other party of the
compromise, shall constitute the basis of that party's tax, which shall
apply at the same date.
In case of disposition of properties in favor of certain persons under a
will, after the will becomes final, and as far as it is legally operative, the
bequeathed property shall be added to the inheritance share of each of the
heirs, if they are beneficiaries of the will, and as such shall be subject to
inheritance tax. In case of beneficiaries other than the heirs, the total
amount of the willed property shall be taxed under the provisions of
Direct Taxes Act regarding tax on incidental income.
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2.2.3. Personal deductions, allowances and credits
Compromises with option of cancellation and also revocable gifts will be
considered, for tax purposes, as final contracts, but if they are cancelled
or dissolved as a result of mutual consent or revoked, within six months
from the date of their conclusion, the funds collected as tax shall become
refundable. Then, if some proceeds are accrued to the transferee between
the conclusion of the contract and cancellation, dissolution or revocation
thereof, the transferee shall be subject to taxation with respect to such
proceeds.
The incidental income tax shall not apply in the following cases:
(a) Cash and non-cash gratuitous donations of charitable or public-service
organizations, ministries, government institutions, state companies,
municipalities, and foundations of the Islamic Revolution to real
persons, other than the payments subject to salary tax;
(b) Funds or financial aids donated to those suffered from war,
earthquake, flood, fire and other unexpected disasters; and
(c) Bonuses paid by the government to promote exports or to encourage
the production and purchase of agricultural produces.
2.2.4. Rates
The tax on incidental income will be calculated at the rates stipulated in
the Article 131 of Direct Taxes Act (see Table 4 in Section B.1.9.1).
2.2.5. Tax returns, assessment & payment
Individuals deriving incidental income are required to submit each year
their tax returns to the respective tax affairs office and to pay the
applicable taxes up to the end of Ordibehesht (20, May) of the subsequent
year. In cases where the incidental income is realized as "compromise
and gift against consideration", "compromise with option of
cancellation", "the revocable gift", or "disposition of properties under a
will", the deadline will be within thirty days from the date of acquisition
of the income or accrual of the proceeds. Where the transaction is
registered by a notary public and taxes are already paid, the obligation for
filing a tax return shall be discarded.
The taxable income of individuals resulting from incidental earnings shall
be assessed by reference to the books of accounts, and taxes withheld at
source shall be considered as the advance payment of their taxes.
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3. SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
3.1. National social security contributions
All employees working in Iran should be covered by the employer under
the national social security contributory scheme. The social security
charge is levied on income up to a certain ceiling, which is revised
annually. The employee's contribution is 7%, and the employer's share is
23% for Iranian employees and 20% for expatriate employees.
Clause B of Article 5 of Social Security Law indicates that expatriate
personnel might be exempted from the Iranian social security charge if
they can prove to the Social Security Organization (SSO) that they are
insured under a similar scheme in their country of domicile. In practice,
obtaining such an exemption is difficult.
Two sevenths of the employee's share of the social security contribution
is deductible from the taxable income of the employee.
Social security contributions are deductible for individual income tax
purposes.
3.2. Compulsory accident insurance
This insurance covers medical treatment, compensation for lost wages,
disability or death arising from accidents at work. Employers should
register their foreign employees with the SSO and pay the relevant
insurance premium on a monthly basis. The premium is 3% of salary and
fringe benefits (with no ceiling) and is deductible from the employee's
pay. However, if an expatriate employee is covered under the Iranian
social security scheme mentioned above, this charge is waived.
4. TAXES ON CAPITAL
4.1. Net wealth tax
There is no net worth tax in the Iranian Taxation system.
4.2. Tax on undeveloped lands
In accordance with Article 15 of the "Law for Organizing and Supporting
the Production and Supply of Dwelling Units" and the subsequent
administrative by-law, the undeveloped lands having dwelling uses
located in centers of provinces and cities with populations over 100,000
people shall be subject to an annual tax at the rate of 12% of their taxable
values, if they are kept idle without any acceptable reasons.
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The owners of undeveloped lands subject to the provisions of this law,
shall be obliged to draw up annual tax returns for each plot of their
undeveloped lands up to the end of Ordibehesht of the next year (20th day
of May), with the tax affairs office within the jurisdiction of which the
relevant lands are situated, and to pay the applicable taxes thereon.
5. INHERITANCE AND GIFT TAXES
5.1. Inheritance tax
If, as a result of a person's death, whether actual or presumptive, any
estate is left from him, it shall be subject to taxation as follows:
(a) Where the decedent or the heir or both of them are Iranians and
reside in Iran, the tax shall be imposed, at the rates mentioned in Section
B.5.1.4, on the share of estate that each of the heirs acquires from the
properties subject to inheritance tax as specified in Section B.5.1.2 below,
whether situated in Iran or abroad, after deduction of the inheritance tax
paid on properties located abroad to the local state within whose
jurisdiction such properties are located;
(b) Where both the decedent and the heirs are Iranian nationals
domiciled abroad, the share of each of the heirs from the properties and
property rights belonging to the decedent and existing in Iran shall be
subject to taxation at the rates mentioned in Section B.5.1.4. Any portion
of the inheritance located abroad shall be subject to taxation at the rate of
25% after deduction of the inheritance tax paid on it to the state within
whose jurisdiction, the relevant property is situated; and
(c) In the case of foreign nationals as well as in other cases, that part of
the deceased person's properties and property rights that are situated in
Iran shall entirely be subject to taxation at the rates mentioned in Section
B.5.1.4 in respect of the heirs of second class.
5.1.1. Taxable persons
The heirs are divided into three classes:
(a) The first class heirs are the father, mother, wife or husband of the
decedent and his/her children and grandchildren;
(b) The second class heirs are the grandparents as well as the brother
and sister of the decedent and their children; and
(c) The third class heirs are the paternal uncle and aunt and maternal
uncle and aunt of the decedent, as well as their children.
The heirs (whether individually or collectively) or their trustees,
guardians or legal representatives shall, within six months from the death
of the decedent, file with the competent tax affairs office, against a
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receipt, their tax return drawn on a special form prepared by the Iranian
National Tax Administration (INTA). It should contain all items of the
estate left by the decedent at the prices prevailing on the time of death
and also the debts and claims that are acceptable under the provisions of
Direct Taxes Act.
The competent tax affairs office with respect to inheritance tax is the tax
office of the district where the last legal residence of the decedent was
situated. If the decedent had not been a resident of Iran, the relevant tax
affairs office of Tehran shall be competent.
5.1.2. Taxable base
The properties liable to inheritance tax consist of the entire estate left by
the decedent in Iran or abroad and his/her collectible claims, and property
rights, less any deductions for funeral expenses as the custom and usage
may require and any deductions for financial obligations and devotional
services according to the rules of the religious law, as well as deductions
for the established liabilities of the deceased person.
5.1.3. Personal allowances
The debts of the decedent to his hairs shall be deductible from the estate,
provided that such liability is substantiated by lawful documents and the
Board of Settlement of Tax Disputes confirms its authenticity. The debts
to second and third class heirs shall be deductible if there had been other
heirs of a preceding class, depending on the case, for the decedent before
his death.
An allowance of IRR 30,000,000 shall be deducted from the inheritance
share of each of the first class heirs as an exemption, and the balance
shall be subject to taxation at the above rates. The said allowance shall be
increased to IRR 50,000,000 with respect to the inheritance share of the
first class heirs who are under the age of twenty, or are wards or disabled
and devoid of working ability.
If, within one year from the date the relevant taxes become final and
incapable of being revised by the tax fora, any part of the estate left by
the decedent becomes subject to expropriation on basis of the law or
special verdicts, or if, by virtue of the certification of the respective
organization it is put, free of charge, at the disposal of the ministries,
government institutions, municipalities, foundations of the Islamic
Revolution, or the government companies whose capital is entirely owned
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by the government, such properties shall be excluded from the application
of inheritance tax. If any consideration is paid against the expropriation of
the property, either the value of the consideration or the price of the
expropriated property, whichever the lower, shall be included as a part of
the estate subject to the inheritance tax, and the extra tax payments, if
any, shall be refundable anyway. The same rule shall apply in cases
where the heirs would gratuitously transfer all or a part of the estate to
one of the ministries, government institutions and establishments,
municipalities and affiliated enterprises of the government or
municipalities.
The following properties are excluded from inheritance tax:
(a) Funds relating to retirement pension and surviving pension, servicerelated savings, termination of employment benefits, claims for dismissal
compensation, buying out of services and unused accrued leave, social
security payments, as well as the payments made by the insurance or
insured institutions or by employers - such as life insurance or by
employers- such as life insurance, death compensation, diyeh1 and the
like - that are paid to the heirs of the decedent as a lump sum or in the
form of regular payments;
(b) Movable properties belonging to persons subject to the paragraph 4
of the Article 39 of the Vienna Convention of 1961, Article 51 of the
Vienna Convention of 1963, and paragraph 4 of the Article 38 of the
Vienna Convention of 1975, by due regard to the provisions of the said
convention and subject to reciprocal treatment;
(c) Properties endowed, vowed, tied up for the benefit of the ministries,
government institutions and establishments, municipalities and affiliated
enterprises of the government or municipalities provided that such
dedications are confirmed by the said organizations and institutions;
(d) 80% of the decedent's participation bonds and his deposits with
Iranian banks and their branches abroad and with authorized non-bank
credit institutions, as well as 50% of the value of the decedent's shares in
the companies whose stocks are accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange, and
also 40% of the value of the decedent's stocks or partnership share in
other corporations and 40% of the net value of his assets in producing,
industrial, mining and agricultural enterprises.

1

Blood-money (the compensation for intentional / unintentional injury or for murder)
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5.1.4. Rates
The rates of inheritance tax of each recipient's share are as follows:
Table (6): Rates of Inheritance Tax
description

first class

second
class

third class

of the amount in
excess of IRR

up to IRR 50,000,000

5%

15%

35%

up to IRR 200,000,000

15%

25%

45%

50,000,000

up to IRR 500,000,000

25%

35%

55%

200,000,000

up to IRR 500,000,000

35%

45%

65%

500,000,000

The heirs are required to file their tax returns with the competent tax
affairs office within 6 months after the death of the decedent. The tax
return should be drawn up on a special form prepared by the INTA.
The inheritance tax assessed is payable within 3 months from the expiry
of the time limit for submission of the tax return.
5.1.5. Double taxation relief
Where both the decedent and the heirs are Iranian nationals, resident
outside Iran, the share of each of the heirs from the decedent's inheritance
located abroad will be subject to inheritance tax at the rate of 25% after
deduction of the inheritance tax paid on the same asset to the state where
the asset is located (See also Section B.5.1 above).
5.2. Gift tax
Gifts earned by an individual shall be subject to tax on incidental income
(See the provisions summarized in Section A.3.2 except for the tax rates
which are different: individuals subject to gift tax shall be taxed at
progressive rates mentioned in Section B.1.9.1 above).
6. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
6.1. Resident individuals
Every Iranian individual who may prove, by providing a certificate from
the financial or diplomatic missions of the Islamic Republic of Iran in
other countries, that he has paid, as a resident, taxes on his income of a
tax year in one of the foreign countries, such person shall be considered,
for tax purposes, to be resident abroad in the relevant year, except for
cases of:
(a) Having an occupation in Iran in the same year;
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(b) Living in Iran at least for six consecutive or interrupted months in
the same tax year; or
(c) Staying abroad for mission, treatment and the like.
6.1.1. Foreign income and capital gains
Resident individuals are subject to tax on their worldwide income.
Foreign-source dividends, interest and royalties are subject to tax in Iran
with respect to Iranian resident individuals.
As for capital gains, since there is no CGT in the Iran, therefore, Iranian
individuals are not subject to taxation in respect of their capital gains
received from foreign countries.
6.1.2. Foreign capital
Foreign capital is not subject to recurrent taxes on capital.
6.1.3. Double taxation relief
An ordinary tax credit is available for Iranian resident individuals with
respect to income taxes paid on foreign-source income. In other words, if
the Iranian real persons who reside in Iran but earn income from abroad
and pay taxes thereon to the local state of the place of earning declare
such earnings in their tax return or balance sheet and profit and loss
account, as the case may be, in conformity with the provisions of Direct
Taxes Act, then the taxes paid by them outside the country, or a part of
the tax that can be attributed, in proportion with their total taxable
income, to the income derived abroad, whichever be less, shall be
deductible from their income tax.
6.2. Expatriate individuals
An expatriate working in Iran must have a work permit. Tax is payable on
his employment income for the duration of validity of the work permit
even if the employee spends some time outside Iran during this period.
Employers of expatriate personnel are required to submit the actual
employment agreement of each employee to the tax office after having it
authenticated by the competent authorities in the country of domicile of
the employee and certified by the nearest Iranian Consular Office.
However, foreign companies may elect for their expatriate employees to
be taxed at the deemed salary rates (as opposed to their actual salary)
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published by the tax office. The rates depend on the position and country
of citizenship of the individual.
6.3. Non-resident individuals
6.3.1. Taxes on income and capital gain
6.3.1.1. Employment income
Non-resident individuals are subject to withholding tax on their
employment income derived in Iran at the progressive rates (See Section
B.1.3.1 above).
6.3.1.2. Business and professional income
Non-resident individuals are subject to tax on business and professional
income earned in Iran at the progressive rates (See Section B.1.9.1
above). The progressive tax rates are applicable on a percentage of the
gross payment determined according to the type of activity.
6.3.1.3. Investment income
There is no tax on dividends paid by Iranian companies to non-resident
individual shareholders.
Interest paid to a non-resident individual is subject to a withholding tax of
3% on its gross amount. This is a final withholding tax.
Interest on government bonds is not subject to withholding tax.
Where a foreign individual grants a license or any other right to a resident
person, the resident person making the payments (i.e. in the form of
royalties for patents, know-how, etc.) for such license or right must
withhold the applicable tax from each payment. The withholding tax is
levied at the progressive rate rates (see Section B.1.9.1 above). The tax
base ranges between 20% and 30% of the payment according to the type
of royalty.
The payer is required to withhold from each payment, the applicable tax
by taking into account the total payments made from the beginning of the
year up to the date of each relevant payment. The payer should remit the
withheld tax amounts, within 10 days, to the relevant tax affairs office.
The tax withheld is final.
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Directors' fees paid to a non-resident director are subject to income tax at
the progressive rates, similarly to employment income.
6.3.1.4. Capital gains
There is no capital gains tax on the disposal of shares of Iranian
companies by non-resident individual shareholders. However, the transfer
of shares is subject to transfer tax (see Corporate Taxation, Section
A.9.2.).
Ownership of land to the extent typically required for personal use by
foreign nationals is permissible. Recognition of such ownership is
dependent upon permission from the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
6.3.2. Taxes on capital
There is no net wealth tax in Iran.
6.3.3 Inheritance and gift taxes
For inheritance tax, refer to Section B.5.1.
Gifts earned by a non-resident person in Iran shall be subject to tax on
incidental income. The same rules applied to resident individuals shall
apply to non-resident individuals as well (refer to Section B.2.2 above).
6.3.4. Administration
Non-domiciled taxpayers deriving Iranian-source income are generally
subject to a withholding tax and/or tax levied separately in respect of each
type of income.
Non-resident foreign taxpayers operating in Iran, with valid permits for
work at the permanent establishment of a foreign company are taxed at
source by the permanent establishment when filing the monthly payrolls.
Non-resident individuals gaining income from sources abroad are
required to submit their tax returns and to pay their tax liabilities up to the
end of the forth month after the expiry of their financial year. The place
for submission of tax return and payment of taxes for non-resident
individuals shall be one of tax affairs offices in Tehran.
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C) BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT
1. Introduction
1.1. Business and investment environment
The atmosphere of business is under the influence of various laws and
regulations as well as current working procedures in different ministries,
government organizations, and even private sector organizations. It is
also influenced by the membership of the country in international
organizations.
The international organizations of which Iran is a member include the
International Atomic Energy Agency, the International Labor
Organization (ILO), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the United
Nations (UN).
Iran is a member of the Developing 8 (D-8) group of developing
countries which also includes Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Nigeria, Pakistan and Turkey. The organization aims to encourage
economic cooperation between the member states and to strengthen the
role of developing countries in the global economy. In addition, Iran is a
member of ECO (Economic Cooperation Organization) which also
includes Pakistan, Turkey, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan. Eco guidelines
have been set for cooperation in various fields including the need for
reducing tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, and establishing
communications links and infrastructure.
1.2. Regulatory framework
The Commercial Code of Iran which is the principal piece of commercial
legislation dates back to 1932. Major amendments to the provisions
governing joint-stock companies were made in 1969. The Iranian
Company Law is civil law based.
All traders and companies in Iran, whether Iranian or foreign, must be
registered. There are two registers: the Commercial Register and the
General Register. The Register of Companies is a sub-division of the
General Register.
All sole proprietors (merchants) trading in Iran, with the exception of
small traders, must register in the Commercial Register. The registration
number must be stated on all correspondence, invoices or other such
documents.
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All companies, partnerships, and cooperatives must register at the
General Register.
2. FORMS OF BUSINESS
The forms of business provided for in the Commercial Code are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

merchant;
joint-stock company;
limited liability company;
general partnership;
limited partnership;
joint-stock partnership;
proportional liability partnership; and
consumers’ and producers’ cooperatives.

The term “merchant” refers to a person who is regularly engaged in
commercial transactions on his own account and approximates to sole
proprietor.
2.1. Sole proprietorship
The commercial activities which may be carried on by sole proprietors
(merchants) are specifically defined in the Commercial Code. They
include the purchase or acquisition of movable property of any kind for
the purpose of sale or hire, any act of brokerage or agency, banking and
exchange transactions, insurance, manufacture, transport, and
management of places of public amusement.
Every sole proprietor (with the exception of small tradesmen) is obliged
to maintain the following books:
• journal– a daily record of all financial transactions including
disbursements;
• ledger– a weekly classified abstract of the journal;
• inventory– an annual balance sheet; and
• copy book– a record of all correspondence dispatched by the
merchant.
2.2. General partnership (Sherkat-e tazamoni)
A general partnership is formed by two or more individuals joining
together to trade under a partnership name. The partnership is formed
when all the capital in cash is paid up and other contributions valued and
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delivered. At least one individual, not necessarily a partner, must be
appointed as a director. His position is commensurate with that of a jointstock company’s managing director.
Partnership profits are shared between the partners in proportion to their
contributions to capital unless some other provision for the sharing of
profits is made in the articles of partnership. Agreement of all the partners
must be sought for any charge in partnership interests, both between
existing partners and where the introduction of a new partner is involved.
Each partner is liable for all the debts of the partnership including, in the
case of a new partner, the debts incurred before he joined the partnership;
any agreement between the partners which contravenes this is void. A
creditor of the partnership must, however, sue the partnership itself for
the payment of a debt. He may only sue the partners jointly or severally
after the dissolution of the partnership, at which point he ranks on a par
with the partners’ personal creditors. These latter have no recourse
against the partnership assets unless the debtor’s personal estate cannot
satisfy his debts. In such circumstances, the personal creditors may
demand the dissolution of the firm. They must give a 6-month advance
notice in writing of their intention to do so. The debtor’s partners may
avoid dissolution by themselves settling their partner’s debts. They are
also to expel the debtor partner from the partnership provided that they
repay his capital contribution in cash. The separation of a partner’s
business finances from his personal finances means that it is possible for
the partnership to be declared bankrupt without this involving the
bankruptcy of the individual partners or for a partner to be declared
bankrupt without this affecting the partnership itself.
With the consent of all the partners, a general partnership may be
incorporated as a joint-stock company.
Dissolution of the partnership will take place when it has achieved its
objects when the period of time for which it was established has elapsed
or when it has become bankrupt. The partnership may also be dissolved,
if all the partners consent, or one partner requests dissolution and the
partnership deed provides for this or the court orders it. The liquidator
may demand dissolution on the occasion of one partner’s bankruptcy. The
death of a partner may also dissolve the partnership. The successor of the
deceased partner may, however, agree to the continuation of the
partnership. In the case of a partner’s incapacity a limited partnership
may be formed.
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2.3. Limited partnership (Sherkat-e mokhtalet-e gheir-e sahami)
A limited partnership differs from a general partnership in that one or
more of the partners enjoy limited liability. The limited partners are liable
for the debts and obligations of the firm only up to the extent of their
capital contribution. The general partners have the same responsibility as
they would in a general partnership.
The name of the partnership must include the words “limited partnership”
and the name of at least one of the general partners.
The articles of association govern the relationship between the partners,
subject to the provisions of the Commercial Code.
A limited partner may not participate in the management of the
partnership’s business nor may his name appear in that of the partnership.
If his name does so appear, he is regarded as a general partner with all the
ensuing consequences. A limited partner is also considered a general
partner as regards the liabilities incurred by the partnership prior to
registration and as regards any business he transacts for the partnership,
unless in the former case he is able to prove that third parties were aware
that he was a limited partner, and in the latter case he made it clear that he
was acting as an agent of the partnership. Although he may not actively
participate in the business, a limited partner has the inalienable right to
act in a supervisory capacity and to examine the business books.
The transfer of a limited partner’s share to a third party does not confer
on the third party the right to act in a supervisory capacity unless the
transfer has the consent of all the other partners. An incoming partner
stands in the shoes of the outgoing partner with respect to the
partnership’s liabilities.
Any reduction in a limited partner’s capital contribution must be made up
to the full amount from the profits or interest owning to him by the firm.
Alternatively, the limited partner may agree with the general partners to
officially reduce his contribution by publicly announcing an official
alteration to this effect in the general register. Prior to publication, the
reduction is not binding in the firm’s creditors who may sue the limited
partner himself if the firm is dissolved for reasons other than bankruptcy.
In the case of bankruptcy, this right is commuted to the liquidator.
In all other respects the rules pertaining to general partnerships apply to
limited partnerships.
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2.4. Joint-stock partnership (Sherkat-e mokhtalet-e sahami)
A joint-stock partnership is formed between limited and general partners
but unlike a limited partnership the limited partners hold shares or bonds
with a nominal value equal to the capital contributed by them. Their
financial involvement is limited to that value. The general partners are
liable for partnership debts in the same way as if the partnership were
general.
Control of the partnership is vested in a board of supervisors whereas
management is placed in the hands of the general partner or partners. The
board is composed of at least three partners. It is elected by a general
meeting of partners to be held immediately after the formation of the firm
and before it commences business. The first board is elected for 1 year
only, being eligible for re-election as specified in the firm’s articles of
association. It must ensure that all requirements have been complied with
on formation, audit the books, check the cash position and report annually
on irregularities and its objections, if any, to the dividends proposed by
the management. It may summon partners to a general meeting 15 days
before which every limited partner may either personally or by proxy
examine the balance sheet, the inventory and the board’s report.
The partnership will be dissolved in the following circumstances –
bankruptcy, expiry of the period of time for which the partnership was
formed, the fulfillment of the object for which the partnership was
formed, upon the decision of the general meeting if the articles so
prescribe or the general partners so agree or, in the absence of agreement,
upon the determination of the court. The articles of association may also
provide for dissolution on the death or incapacity of a general partner.
In all other respects, a joint-stock partnership is governed by the same
rules as a limited partnership.
2.5. Proportional liability partnership (Sherkat-e nesbi)
A proportional liability partnership is formed by two or more individuals
for the purpose of trading. The liability of each partner is in proportion to
his capital contribution. The consequence of this is that once the firm’s
assets are exhausted a partner may be sued for the proportion of the debts
for which he is liable i.e. the proportion which his capital bears to the
whole. In all other respects this kind of partnership is subject to the same
rules as a general partnership.
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2.6. Joint-stock companies (Sherkat-e sahami)
The provisions on joint-stock companies can be found in the amendment
of May 1969 to the Commercial Code.
A joint-stock company is defined as a company whose capital is divided
into shares. The liability of the shareholders with respect to the
company’s obligations is limited to the par value of the shares held. A
joint-stock company can be either a public or private company.
2.6.1. Formation
The formation procedures which have to be followed depend on whether
the company is to be a private company or a public company. The
difference between a public joint-stock company and a private joint-stock
company is that in the case of the former a proportion of the capital is
offered to the public whereas in the case of the latter the entire share
capital must be subscribed for by the promoters of the company
themselves.
The promoters of a public joint-stock company are required to deposit
with the Registrar of Companies a declaration containing detailed
information concerning the company, a draft prospectus, and a draft of
the articles of association. They are also required to deposit at least 35%
of their minimum contribution in a special bank account in the company’s
name.
Contributions in kind rather than in cash are permitted and where
contributions in kind are made the deed or other evidence of ownership
must be deposited with the bank holding the company’s special account.
The declaration of the promoters referred to above must provide at least
the following information:
• name, duration and objectives of the company, as well as its
principal office;
• share-capital and the method of contribution (i.e. whether in cash
or in kind);
• classes of shares, if any, and particulars concerning par value,
privileges, preferences, etc.; and
• identity particulars and domicile of the promoters and details of
their contributions to the share capital.
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Basically the same information, although in much greater detail, must
appear in the prospectus, together with details of preliminary expenses
incurred and likely to be incurred.
When the Registrar of Companies considers that all the legal
requirements are met, the prospectus may be published. The public may
then apply for shares, 35% of the price of which must be deposited in the
company’s special bank account. When the application period has
expired, the promoters are required to allot the available shares among the
applicants and to call a statutory meeting.
The statutory meeting must approve the articles of association, elect the
first directors as well as the inspectors of the company, and designate a
newspaper in which all necessary announcements will be made. When the
directors and inspectors have accepted their positions in writing, the
company is considered to be established.
The approved articles of association, the minutes of the statutory meeting
and the acceptance statements of the directors and inspectors have to be
submitted to the office of the Registrar of Companies.
Registration with the office of the Registrar of Companies must be
completed within 6 months of the date of deposit of the initial
declaration. If this time limit is not complied with, the public may ask for
a full refund of the amounts paid in and the promoters must bear all
expenses incurred in connection with the establishment of the company.
The articles of association must include the following details:
• the name of the company and an indication of whether it is a public
or a private company;
• a description of the company’s objectives;
• the period of time for which the company is to exist;
• the address of the principal office and the location of branch
offices;
• the amount of the share capital. Contributions in cash and
contributions in kind must be distinguished;
• the number and par value of the shares, subdivided into bearer and
registered shares;
• the amount of each type of share which is paid up, the manner of
calling for the unpaid balance of the par value and the period over
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

which the balance is to be paid. (This period must under no
circumstances exceed 5 years.);
the method by which registered shares may be transferred;
the method by which registered shares may be converted into
bearer shares and vice versa;
the conditions under which an issue of debentures is contemplated
and the manner of such an issue;
the conditions under which and the method by which increases and
decreases in the company’s capital may be effected;
the timetable and the rules for calling general meetings;
the regulations governing the quorum for general meetings and the
running of general meetings;
rules with respect to the conduct of business, the presentation of
motions and the number of votes required to pass resolutions at
general meetings;
the number of directors, their terms of office and the manner of
their election and succession;
details of the duties and the powers of the directors;
the number of directors’ qualification shares which must be
deposited by the directors with the company;
the number of inspectors, the manner of their election and their
terms of office;
the dates of the beginning and end of the company’s fiscal year and
the time limit within which the balance sheet and profit and loss
account must be submitted to the inspectors and to the annual
general meeting;
the liquidation and voluntary winding-up procedures; and
the procedure for altering the articles of association.

The formation of a private joint-stock company requires the submission
of the following to the Registrar of Companies:
• a declaration (as for public joint-stock companies);
• a copy of the articles of association signed by all the shareholders;
• a statement that all shares have been subscribed for and a
certificate from a bank showing that at least 35% of the share
capital has been paid up (where contributions are in kind the whole
of the contribution must be delivered and the statement must give
details of each contribution; where there are preference shares,
details of privileges conferred must also be included in the
statement);
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• a minute, signed by all shareholders, showing the election of the
first directors and inspectors;
• statements of acceptance signed by the directors and inspectors;
and
• the name of a newspaper in which company notices will be
published until the first annual general meeting is convened.
2.6.2. Capital
The share capital of a public joint-stock company must be at least IRR 5
million and a portion of the capital must be offered to the public. The
promoters of the company must themselves subscribe for at least 20% of
the share capital and must deposit not less than 35% of the amount
subscribed by them in a special bank account to be established in the
company’s name.
The minimum share capital of a private joint-stock company is IRR 1
million. The shares of a private company may not be sold through the
stock exchange or a bank.
The capital of a joint-stock company may be increased either by the issue
of new shares or by increasing the par value of existing shares. The latter
method requires the consent of all shareholders if it entails new
shareholder liabilities. The contribution of the amount of the par value of
newly issued shares may be made in cash or by way of an exchange for
debentures or the matured claims of creditors. It is also possible to issue
new shares by way of capitalizing retained earnings (but not the Legal
Reserve) or the share premium reserve. Contributions in kind are
permitted only where the new shares are issued by a private joint-stock
company.
Although a decision to increase the share capital will normally originate
with the board of directors, articles of association which contain a
provision authorizing the board to increase the share capital are not
permitted. Authorization may only be given by an extraordinary meeting
of the shareholders. The same meeting may either lay down the
conditions for the issue or delegate this task to the board of directors.
Shares may be issued at par or at a premium. The existing shareholders
have an assignable, pre-emptive right to subscribe for new shares though
they may rescind this right at the extraordinary general meeting.
2.6.3. Shares
A share is defined as a portion of the capital of a joint-stock company
which represents the extent to which its owner is a participant in the
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company as well as the extent of his liability and his entitlement to
profits. Such a definition does not preclude the creation of different
classes of shares. (Preference shares, for instance, may be created on the
basis of a provision in the articles of association or by a resolution of an
extraordinary general meeting.)
Shares may be in either registered or bearer form, though only the former
is possible where the whole of the par value is not paid up. Shares must
be represented by negotiable share certificates. The certificates must be
uniform, printed, and signed by at least two individuals as specified in the
articles of association and must bear a serial number. Within 1 year after
the par value has been paid up share certificates must be delivered to the
shareholders. Provisional share certificates are required to cover the
period before the issue of the full certificates.
The par value of the shares must be equal and, in the case of a public
joint-stock company, may not exceed IRR 10,000.
The transfer of shares in a public joint-stock company may not be made
subject to the approval of the directors or a general meeting of the
shareholders. In the case of bearer shares the holder of the certificate is
considered to be the owner unless it can be proved that he is not the
owner. A transfer of ownership is affected by delivery of the share
certificate. A transfer of registered shares must be entered in the company
share register and the entry must be signed by the transferor or his legal
representative.
2.6.4. Debentures
Only public joint-stock companies may issue debentures. A debenture is
defined as a negotiable instrument representing a loan in a certain amount
which carries a specified rate of interest payable at a fixed time or by
installments. In addition to the interest, other rights (e.g., the right to
convert the debenture into shares) may be attached to the debenture. The
board of directors may recommend a debenture issue only if authorized to
do so by either the articles of association or an extraordinary general
meeting. Information concerning the debenture issue may only be made
public after the office of the Registrar of Companies has been notified of
the conditions of the issue. A declaration must also be prepared, for the
public and the Registrar of Companies, containing detailed information
concerning the company, other debentures issued, the latest approved
balance sheet, etc.
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2.6.5. Board of directors
The management of a joint-stock company is entrusted to the board of
directors, which must consist of shareholders. The board of a public jointstock company must have at least five members. Legal entities are
eligible to be on the board of directors. The articles of association must
indicate how many shares have to be owned by each director. The
number of such “qualification shares” may not be less than the number of
shares needed to vote at a meeting. The qualification shares are registered
non-negotiable shares which serve as a security to cover any losses
suffered by the company as a result of malpractice on the part of the
directors.
The directors and managing directors may be held responsible by the
company and third parties for violations of legal regulations, provisions
of the articles of association, or the minutes of general meetings.
Unless the articles of association provide otherwise, and except for
matters which fall under the jurisdiction of general meetings, all authority
to manage the company is vested in the board of directors. A limitation
on the powers of the board is not effective with respect to third parties
and will only govern the relationship of the board with the company.
The board of directors must appoint a managing director who will act as
the representative of the company and who will be authorized, within the
terms of his appointment, to sign on behalf of the company. The
managing director may also be a member of the board of directors;
however, he may not serve as the managing director of more than one
company at the same time. The appointment, together with details of the
extent of the managing director’s authority, must be filed at the office of
the Registrar of Companies and subsequently a notice must be published
in the Official Gazette.
Members of the board, the managing director and entities associated with
members of the board or the managing director may not be a party to
transactions with the company, unless the board gives its approval, the
inspectors of the company are informed, and a report on the transactions
concerned is submitted to the shareholders’ general meeting. Where the
company suffers a loss as a result of a transaction with board members,
the managing director, or associated entities, the board members,
managing director, or associated entities will be liable for the loss.
Neither the managing director nor members of the board of directors may
obtain loan or credit facilities from the company. This prohibition does
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not, however, apply to legal entities on the board of directors. Directors
are also prohibited from engaging in business similar to that engaged in
by the company and in competition with the company.
The duties of the board of directors include the preparation every 6
months of a statement listing the company’s assets and liabilities, which
must be submitted to the inspectors of the company. After the end of the
financial year, the board must call the annual general meeting of
shareholders to have the balance sheet, the profit and loss accounts, and
the company’s operations approved.
2.6.6. Supervisory board (inspectors)
While the Commercial Code contains no provisions relating to a
supervisory board as such, joint-stock companies are required to have one
or more inspectors.
The ordinary general meeting of shareholders of both public and private
joint-stock companies is required to elect annually one or more inspectors
whose function may be compared to that of an auditor. The inspectors
must report to the annual general meeting on the accuracy of the accounts
and the statements of the board of directors concerning the company’s
assets and activities.
The inspectors are authorized to examine company records and to carry
out investigations into the company’s affairs. The inspectors may also
enlist outside inspectors to assist them in fulfilling their duties.
In general terms, the task of the inspectors is to protect the rights of the
shareholders; for example, the inspectors must notify the general meeting
of any incorrect information provided to it by the board of directors and
must call the general meeting of shareholders if the directors fail to do so.
In certain circumstances, the opinion or consent of the inspectors is
required, e.g. where debentures are convertible into shares and when the
directors propose an alteration in the company’s share capital.
2.6.7. Shareholders
Three kinds of shareholders’ meeting are distinguished: the statutory, the
ordinary general, and the extraordinary general.
The statutory meeting is the meeting which must be convened by the
promoters of a public joint-stock company when all the share capital has
been subscribed for. The statutory meeting must:
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• review and approve the report of the promoters and satisfy itself
that all shares have been subscribed for and the required amount
paid up;
• approve the draft articles of association;
• elect the first directors and inspectors of the company; and
• nominate a newspaper in which notices and announcements
relating to the company will be made until the first general meeting
is convened.
Private joint-stock companies are not required to convene a statutory
meeting.
The quorum rules for a statutory meeting require the presence of
shareholders who have subscribed at least 50% of the share capital.
In addition to carrying out the functions listed above, the statutory
meeting must decide whether the promoters of the company may make
their contributions to the company’s capital in kind and also whether to
grant any privileges claimed by the promoters. The promoters involved
are not allowed to vote on these matters.
Extraordinary general meetings are the forum for the resolution of a
number of important matters. Only an extraordinary general meeting may
amend the articles of association, change the share capital, or call for the
dissolution of the company. An extraordinary general meeting may also
pass a resolution to convert a private joint-stock company into a public
joint-stock company.
For quorum shareholders holding at least 50% of the share capital
carrying an entitlement to vote must be present at an extraordinary
general meeting. A qualifying majority is constituted by two thirds of the
votes of those present at the meeting.
An ordinary general meeting may decide upon any matters which do not
fall within the exclusive authority of the statutory and extraordinary
general meetings.
The presence of holders of at least 50% of the shares with voting rights
constitutes a quorum for an ordinary general meeting. A percentage of
more than 50% of the votes of those present is sufficient for a majority.
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An ordinary general meeting of shareholders must be convened once a
year to review the report of the directors, the previous year’s accounts,
the company’s inventories, debt claims, a statement of the company’s
operations and a report of the inspectors of the company. The report of
the inspectors must be read out before any decision may be made
concerning the accounts.
A general meeting may also decide on the distribution of profits, subject
to the rules that at least 10% of the annual profits must be distributed to
shareholders and 5% of the net profit must be set aside to establish the
Legal Reserve.
2.6.8. Financial reporting
The board of directors must prepare an inventory of the company’s assets
and liabilities and a balance sheet as at the end of each financial year, an
operating and “profit and loss account”, and a report on the company’s
activities for each financial year. These documents must be made
available to the company’s inspectors at least 20 days before the annual
general meeting.
The accounts must be prepared using a method and form consistent with
those used for the previous year’s accounts. Should there be any
departure from this practice; the accounts must be accompanied by
statements drawn up using the old format to facilitate a comparison.
Provision for the depreciation of fixed assets is mandatory, as is the
creation of provisions against possible future expenditure and losses.
The amendment to the Commercial Code defines net profit as the income
earned in a financial year less expenses, depreciation, and provisions.
Five percent of the balance of net profit remaining after deducting losses
of previous years must be allocated to the Legal Reserve. The balance
remaining after allocations to the Legal Reserve and other optional
reserves constitutes the distributable profit of the year. This amount plus
the distributable profits of previous years which were not distributed are
available for distribution to shareholders. Where the articles of
association of a public joint-stock company stipulate that the
remuneration of the directors is to include a percentage of the net profit;
then, that percentage may not exceed 5% of the profit distributed to
shareholders in the year in question. For private companies the ceiling is
increased to 10% of distributed profits.
The accounts of a public joint-stock company must be accompanied by a
report of the accountants expressing an opinion on the accuracy of the
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accounts and certifying that the necessary records were made available to
them.
2.6.9. Dissolution
A joint-stock company must be wound up when the company has
achieved the objective for which it was established or if it becomes
impossible to achieve that objective. Other circumstances which require
dissolution are the expiry of a fixed period for which the company was
established, the decision of an extraordinary general meeting, or the order
of a court of justice that the company be dissolved and bankruptcy.
Normally the directors will act as liquidators, unless the articles of
association provide or an extraordinary general meeting decides
otherwise. The liquidators are vested with all the powers necessary to
liquidate the company, including those powers previously exercised by
the directors. They may initiate law suits, submit cases to arbitration, and
negotiate compromises. Should the liquidators not complete the
liquidation proceedings within 2 years, they are obliged to request an
extension of their term of office. During the liquidation process the
normal legal requirements applying to the company must be met by the
liquidators, for example convening the general meeting of shareholders,
publication of the accounts, etc.
Any balance remaining after the payment of debts and the discharge of
other obligations is used to repay the par value of shares. Any amount
then remaining is distributed among the shareholders in proportion to
their holdings, unless the articles of association provide for another
distribution scheme. Before any distribution, a notice must have been
published three times announcing the commencement of liquidation and
calling for creditors. Once liquidation has been completed, the Registrar
of Companies must be informed and requested to delete the name of the
company from the register.
All material relating to the liquidation must be kept for at least 10 years
after the completion of the liquidation. Funds must be deposited with a
bank in Iran to cover uncollected debts.
2.7. Limited liability company (Sherkat ba masouliat-e mahdood)
A limited liability company is formed by two or more persons whose
names may not appear in the company’s name. The company’s name
must indicate that it is a limited liability company.
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The capital is not represented by shares and the members of the company
are only liable to the extent of their interest in its capital. This capital
must be fully paid up either in cash or in kind. If payment is in kind the
assets contributed must be valued and referred to in the articles of
association. Interests in a limited liability company may be transferred to
third parties only with the approval of the holders of at least 75% of the
company’s capital. The same degree of approval is required to change the
articles of association. For most other decisions, a majority of more than
50% is adequate.
The daily management is carried out by one or more directors who need
not to be a member of the company. Any limitations on the powers of the
directors to manage and represent the company must be specified in the
articles of association.
Every limited liability company must have a supervisory board of at least
three persons.
A limited liability company must be dissolved when it has achieved its
objectives or when the period of time for which it was established has
elapsed. Other cases in which dissolution is mandatory include the
bankruptcy of the company, where losses reduce the capital by 50% and
where a general meeting passes a resolution that the company be
dissolved.
2.8. Producers’ cooperative company and consumers’ cooperative
company (Sherkat-e ta’avoni-ye towlid va masraf)
A producers’ cooperative company is formed by artisans to produce and
sell their products. A consumers’ cooperative company is formed to
market necessities which have either been produced or purchased by the
company’s members. Distribution of profits between the members is in
proportion to the purchases made or goods produced by each of them.
These kinds of company are formed either in accordance with the rules
governing joint-stock companies or in accordance with special
regulations drawn up with the consent of all the members. In the former
case the minimum value of shares or bonds is IRR 10 and no member is
entitled to more than one vote at a general meeting.
3. FORIGN INVESTMENT
3.1. Regulation of foreign investment
Article 81 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran prohibits
foreign entities from registering and operating in Iran. However, a special
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parliamentary decree allows foreign companies which have entered into a
contract with the government or with institutions controlled by the
government to register a branch with the specific object of carrying out
that particular contract. Branches of foreign companies and Iranian
companies with foreign participators which were registered before the
revolution are also allowed to continue to operate in Iran.
Under Decree H317T/23974 dated 30 September 1992, any purchase and
procurement of equipment, machinery, and services from foreign
companies after 22 December 1992 is contingent upon the existence of
registered official representation of the foreign supplier in Iran.
3.2. Forms of business for foreign investment
3.2.1. Agencies
Three kinds of commercial representative are permitted in Iran – brokers,
commission agents and commercial substitutes. All three kinds are
subject to the provisions of the Commercial Code and the general
regulations on agency contained in the Civil Code. Neither of these laws,
both dating back to the pre-revolution period, lays down any nationality
requirements for commercial representatives.
A broker is defined in the Commercial Code as a paid agent who is
employed to act as an intermediary between the parties to a transaction or
to buy or sell on behalf of a principal. A broker does not usually take
possession of the goods which are the subject of the transportation.
A commission agent is defined in the Commercial Code as a person who
undertakes business under his own name on behalf of a principal and for
a commission. Unlike a broker, a commission agent is entrusted with the
possession of the goods to be sold on behalf of the principal.
A commercial substitute may be an individual or a company and is
appointed by a principal to transact the principal’s business on his behalf.
The signature of the commercial substitute is binding on the principal.
Third parties with whom a commercial substitute has entered into an
agreement must be aware of any limitations placed on his powers;
otherwise these limitations are null and void with regard to that
agreement. Where the commercial substitute enters into an agreement in
breach of the agency agreement, it is open to the principal to claim
damages from the commercial substitute. One or more commercial
substitutes may be appointed by a single principal to act within the
territory of Iran as a whole or within a specified part of Iran. Where two
or more commercial substitutes are appointed they may be empowered to
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act either jointly or separately. If they are authorized to act jointly, the
appointment must be registered with the Registrar of Companies and
notified in the Official Gazette. If these procedures are not completed,
each commercial substitute will be regarded as having the authority to act
severally and, where the principal is a registered entity in Iran, the power
to bind the principal.
3.2.2. Branch/representative office
A decree was issued on 3 May 1999 allowing foreign companies to
register a branch or representative office for the purposes of marketing
and collecting economic data. Only foreign companies that are legally
constituted in their country of registration may apply to register a branch
or representative office, provided a reciprocal arrangement exists in the
foreign company’s country of registration. The branch or representative
office will, upon registration, be subject to Iranian laws and will be
treated in the same manner as any other Iranian company.
The branch or representative office is allowed to conduct the following
activities:
• providing after-sales service for its goods or services;
• carrying out executive operations of contracts concluded between
Iranian persons and its parent company;
• researching potential investment in Iran;
• cooperating with Iranian technical and engineering companies for
undertaking activities in third countries;
• increasing the non-oil exports of Iran;
• offering technical and engineering services and transfer of knowhow and technology; and
• carrying out activities that are permitted by Iranian governmental
agencies in areas such as transportation, insurance, banking, etc.
Branches or representative offices are not authorized to engage in
activities that will result in taxable income. Should the branch or
representative office be found to be engaged in activities that resulted in
taxable income, such income shall be subject to taxation. In addition,
where a branch or representative office receives remuneration from its
parent company to offset its expenditures, the amounts received are not
taxable as income. The branch or representative office is obliged to
maintain a proper set of accounts for inspection to determine whether any
taxable income exists.
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3.3. Repatriation of income and capital
The rate of conversion of foreign exchange applicable at the time of
importation or repatriation of foreign capital, as well as the exchange rate
for all foreign exchange transfers, in case of applicability of a unified
exchange rate, shall be the same rate prevailing in the country’s official
network; otherwise, the applicable exchange rate shall be the free market
rate as acknowledged by the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of
Iran.
The principal of the foreign capital and profits therefrom, or the balance
of capital remaining in the country, after fulfillment of all obligations and
payment of legal dues, and upon approval of the Foreign Investment
Board and confirmation by the Minister of Economic Affairs and
Finance, shall be transferable abroad subject to a three-month prior notice
submitted to the Board.
The profit derived from foreign investment after deduction of taxes, dues
and statutory reserves, upon the approval of the Foreign Investment
Board and confirmation by the Minister of Economic Affairs and
Finance, shall be transferable abroad.
Payments related to the installments of the principal of the financial
facilities of foreign investors and their associated expenses, agreements
for patent rights, technical know-how, technical and engineering
assistance, trade marks and names, and management, as well as similar
agreements within the framework of the relevant Foreign Investment,
upon approval of the Foreign Investment Board and confirmation by the
Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance, are transferable abroad.
Transfers referred to above, shall be made in compliance with the
provisions of Para (b) of Article (3) of FIPPA (recited in the first
paragraph of Section 5 below):
So long as the investment in BOT schemes referred to in Para (b) of this
Article and its accrued profits are not amortized, the exercise of
ownership right by the foreign investor over the remaining capital in the
recipient economic enterprise is permitted.
Transfer abroad of the portion of the foreign capital imported into the
country within the framework of the investment license but remained
unused, is exempted from all foreign exchange, and export and import
laws and regulations.
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4. INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS
4.1. Restrictions on foreign investment
Admission of Foreign Investment shall be made in accordance with the
provisions of FIPPA and with due observance of other prevailing laws
and regulations of the country, for the purpose of development and
promotion of producing activities in industry, mining, agriculture and
services, and based on the following criteria:
a) Bring about economic growth, upgrade technology, enhance the
quality of products, increase employment opportunities and
exports;
b) Does not pose any threat to the national security and public
interests, and cause damage to the environment; does not
disrupt the country’s economy and jeopardize the production by
local investments;
c) Does not entail grant of concessions by the government to
Foreign Investors. Concession means special rights which place
Foreign Investors in a monopolistic position.
d) The ratio of the value of the goods and services produced by the
Foreign Investments, contemplated in FIPPA, to the value of the
goods and services supplied to the local market, at the time of
issuance of the investment license, shall not exceed 25 percent
in each economic sector and 35 percent in each sub-sector
(field). Foreign Investment for the production of goods and
services for export purposes, other than crude oil, shall be
exempted from the aforementioned ratios.
4.2. Local participation requirements
Assignment of the whole or a part of the foreign capital to a local investor
and/or, upon approval of the Foreign Investment Board and confirmation
by the Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance, to another Foreign
Investor is permitted.
4.3. Other restrictions
The “Law for the Ownership of Immovable Property by Foreign
Nationals” enacted on June 6, 1921 shall remain in effect. Ownership of
land of any type and to any extent in the name of foreign investors is not
permitted within the framework of the aforesaid law.
The investment by a foreign government or foreign governments in the
Islamic Republic of Iran shall be dependent upon the approval of the
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Islamic Consultative Assembly, on a case by case basis. Investments by
foreign government companies are deemed private.
5. INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
This section includes only non-tax incentives. For tax incentives see
Section A.1.7
Foreign Investments admitted in accordance with the provisions of
FIPPA shall enjoy the facilities and protections available under the
FIPPA. Such investments may be admitted under the following two
categories:
a) Foreign direct investment (FDI) in areas where the activity of
the private sector is permitted;
b) Foreign Investment in all sectors within the framework of “Civil
Participation”, “Buy-Back” and “Build-Operate-Transfer”
(BOT) schemes where the return of capital and profits accrued
is solely emanated from the economic performance of the
project in which the investment is made, and such return of
capital and profit shall not be dependent upon a guarantee by
the government or government companies and/or banks.
Note: So long as the investment in BOT schemes referred to in Para (b)
above and its accrued profits are not amortized, the exercise of ownership
right by the foreign investor over the remaining capital in the recipient
economic enterprise is permitted.
Transfer abroad of the portion of the foreign capital imported into the
country within the framework of the investment license but remained
unused is exempted from all foreign exchange, and export and import
laws and regulations.
Free zones are exempted from certain national laws, and the various free
zone authorities may establish their own commercial and legal codes in
some matters. In the free zones, individual and corporate income taxes
are waived for at least 15 years and customs duties for free zone items
entering Iran are minimal.
Foreign subjects investing in the free zones can have up to 100%
ownership in any company. They can import and export foreign currency
unrestrictedly and utilize the application of free market rate on all
financial transactions.
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Residents of the free zones are exempted from the payment of charges
which normally apply on the mainland. They are, however, subject to
certain charges imposed in the free zones, and the Boards of directors of
the free zones are empowered to determine the level of charges (subject
to the approval of the Supreme Council for Free Zones).
The Qeshm Island Free Zone exempts manufacturers from taxes, customs
and other duties, and offers natural gas to manufacturers at a fraction of
international prices.
6. INVESTMENT GUARANTEE AND PROTECTION
6.1. General
Foreign investments under FIPPA shall equally enjoy all rights,
protections, and facilities available to local investments.
Foreign investments shall not be subjected to expropriation or
nationalization, unless for public interests, by means of legal process, in a
non-discriminatory manner, and against payment of appropriate
compensation on the basis of the real value of the investment
immediately before the expropriation. (Application for compensation
shall be submitted to the Foreign Investment Board within one year from
the date of expropriation or nationalization).
6.2. Investment protection Agreements
The investment protection treaties concluded by Iran are as follows:
Table (7): Investment Protection Treaties Concluded by Iran
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Country
Armenia
Pakistan
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Belarus
Yemen
Sudan
Poland
Switzerland
Qatar
South Africa
Azerbaijan
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bangladesh
Tunisia
Morocco
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Date of Entry into Force
26 February 1997
27 June 1998
03 April 1999
14 May 2000
23 June 2000
16 October 2000
19 October 2001
26 October 2001
01 November 2001
05 November 2001
05 March 2002
20 June 2002
25 August 2002
05 December 2002
27 February 2003
31 March 2003

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Oman
Ukraine
Croatia
Bulgaria
Spain
Turkmenistan
Finland
Uzbekistan
Austria
Bahrain
Tajikistan
France
Romania
Turkey
North Korea
Georgia
Germany
Kyrgyzstan
China
Italy
Macedonia
Syria
Algeria
South Korea
Venezuela
Serbia
Malaysia
Afghanistan
Sweden
Greece
Indonesia
Cyprus
Libya
Kuwait
Vietnam

08 April 2003
05 July 2003
02 August 2003
24 August 2003
27 April 2004
29 April 2004
25 June 2004
11 July 2004
11 July 2004
12 October 2004
03 November 2004
12 November 2004
12 January 2005
13 April 2005
24 April 2005
22 June 2005
23 June 2005
27 June 2005
01 July 2005
27 July 2005
19 August 2005
16 November 2005
05 December 2005
31 March 2006
07 June 2006
07 July 2006
04 August 2006
02 February 2008
02 March 2008
14 March 2008
28 March 2009
28 December 2009
05 June 2010
14 March 2011
19 March 2011

Iran is a party to the following regional agreements:
• The OIC (Organization of Islamic Conference) regional investment
protection agreement;
• The Agreement of the Islamic Corporation for the Insurance of
Investment and Export.
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7. OTHER BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS
• For registration requirements, refer to Section C.1.2 above.
Foreigners are only allowed to operate in Iran in very limited
conditions. The following description is of the pre-revolution rules
and it is assumed that these still apply to foreign companies which
are allowed to register a branch.
Foreign companies wishing to establish a branch in Iran must
provide the following information:
a) the memorandum and articles of association of the foreign
company;
b) the certificate of incorporation of the same;
c) minutes of the meeting in which it was decided to set up a
branch;
d) a copy of the foreign company’s last balance sheet.
The foreign company must appoint an official representative in
Iran and must keep separate books for the branch in Persian. A
certified copy of the representative’s power of attorney must also
be provided.
The declaration that is submitted for the registration of the foreign
company and branch office must be written in Persian and contain
the following information:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

the full name of the company;
the type of the company;
the head office of the company;
the nationality of the company;
the actual capital of the company;
the details of the latest balance sheet;
the place and date of registration in the country of origin plus
the name of the registering authority;
the activities of the company in Iran;
the location of Iranian branch offices;
the names of the company’s representatives in Iran and their
status;
the name and address of an Iranian resident who is competent to
receive notices on behalf of the company; and
a commitment to provide the Registrar of Companies with each
year’s balance sheet.
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• As for ownership, the “Law for the Ownership of Immovable
Property by Foreign Nationals” enacted on June 6, 1921 shall
remain in effect. Ownership of land of any type and to any extent
in the name of foreign investors is not permitted within the
framework of the aforesaid law.
The Iranian branch of a foreign company is not allowed to own
property in Iran.
• Inventions may only be patented if they represent innovations and
have a practical application in the field of agriculture or industry.
All items fulfilling these criteria may be patented except financial
plans, medicines, formulas, compounds1, and items offending
against public order, health or morality.
A notice of a successful patent application is published in the
Official Gazette giving details of the patented item, the duration of
the patent, the registration number, and the identity of the owner.
Protection is granted for 5, 10, 15, or 20 years at the option of the
applicant. Where the registration of a patent is contested its
cancellation may be sought in the courts. If the patent is not put
into practical use in the 5 years following the date on which it is
granted, any interested party may apply for its removal from the
register.
Changes in patents must be registered. The transfer of a patent
must be affected through a Notary Public.
Trademark applications must be submitted for a preliminary
examination in order to establish that registration qualifications are
met. Applications which are accepted are then published in the
Official Gazette. Details of the trademark and the identity of its
owner are given and objections must be made within 30 days of the
date of publication. If there is no objection the trademark is
registered and a notice to this effect is published. Trademarks must
be re-registered every 10 years.
A registered trademark may be contested within 3 years of the date
of registration on the grounds of prior use. After this period, the
1

Processes for the manufacture of pharmaceuticals may, however, be patented.
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trademark may only be challenged on the grounds of bad faith on
the owner’s part under the rules of the Paris Union International
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 1883 of
which Iran is a member. If a registered trademark is not used in the
3 years immediately following its registration, then interested
parties may apply to the courts for its removal from the register.
Changes in and transfers of trademarks must be registered.
The Law on the Registration of Trademarks and Patents of 1931
governs applications for patents and trademarks made by
foreigners. Such applications must be made by a person present in
Iran who has been given power of attorney for the purpose. The
application must be made in Persian. Foreign patents and
trademarks are protected for respectively 1 year and 6 months from
the date of registration.
• Foreign subjects are not allowed to work in Iran unless they hold a
Work Visa in which the type of activity is stipulated. They are,
however, obliged to receive a "Work Permit" from the Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs. The issuance work visa/permit is
depended on meeting the following requirements:
a) Among the Iranian subjects seeking for job, no one has the
specialty, expertise or education needed;
b) The foreign subject has the sufficient knowledge and specialty
to get the job in question;
c) The foreign subject's knowledge and expertise is to be
transferred to Iranian nationals during his working period in Iran.
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs will issue, extend, or revive
the work permit of the following persons:
a) Foreign subjects who have resided in Iran for at least 10
subsequent years;
b) Foreign subjects who have married an Iranian national
c) Registered refugees, in general, and political refugees and
refugees from Islamic countries, in particular
• Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) is the only formal capital market in
Iran. TSE was established in 1966 and hundreds of companies are
now listed on it. TSE is under the formal management of the
Tehran Stock Exchange Broker's Organization (TSEBO). It is also
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subject to the powers of the Stock Exchange Council, the Securities
Acceptance Committee, and the Stock Exchange Arbitration
Board.
Trading in the TSE takes place through the Automated Trade
Execution System (ATES) which is integrated with a Clearing,
Settlement, Depository, and Registry System. The TSE maintains
and operates a direct holding system. A growing number of listed
companies are depositing all their shares with the TSE on a fully
dematerialized basis.
The range of price movements is restricted to 5 percent daily. Also,
the price movement depends on the base volume of 0.8%. Short
selling is not permitted. All purchase and sale orders are executed
exclusively by authorized brokers on the floor of the Tehran Stock
Exchange (TSE).
Legal entities of foreign nationality are permitted to trade at the
TSE. They are, however, restricted to trade only the following
items: a) shares of companies listed at TSE, b) securities listed at
TSE, c) participating bonds listed at TSE. The maximum foreign
investment in the stock market shall be 10% of the total shares of
the listed company. As for participating bonds, foreign investor is
all the time restricted to purchase an amount not more than 10% of
the whole of his contribution in cash. Foreign investors are obliged
to choose one of the Iranian local banks for their banking
operations.
8. ECONOMIC AND TRADE AGREEMENTS
Iran is a member of ECO (Economic Cooperation Organization) which
also includes Pakistan, Turkey, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. ECO guidelines
have been set for cooperation in various fields including the need for
reducing tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, and establishing
communications links and infrastructure.
In addition, the request of the Islamic Republic of Iran for membership in
the WTO (World Trade Organization) has recently been accepted and it is
going to be finalized in future.
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